2021/22 Undergraduate Start of Term Survey

Q1 What stage are you in?
Answered: 1,664

Skipped: 0

Stage 1
(starting fi...
Stage 1 Not
Progressed
Stage 2
(including N...
Stage 3
(including N...
Stage 4+
(including N...
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Stage 1 (starting first year)

56.61%

942

Stage 1 Not Progressed

0.66%

11

Stage 2 (including Not Progressed)

20.97%

349

Stage 3 (including Not Progressed)

12.74%

212

Stage 4+ (including Not Progressed)

9.01%

150

TOTAL

1,664
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Q2 Did you attend or complete at least 1 Orientation activity?
Answered: 921

Skipped: 743
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received a l...
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Yes

91.31%

841

No

8.69%

80

921
#

IF NO, YOU CAN GIVE A REASON HERE:

DATE

1

I was a third round offer so i missed all of orientation and then couldn’t make it to the
orientations specifically for people from after round two

11/7/2021 12:50 AM

2

All of the online orientation was cancelled due to “technical difficulties”. Had to go home the
day my tour was on and never got to do it again.

11/5/2021 1:58 PM

3

Didnt get the email about it.

11/5/2021 11:21 AM

4

Wasn’t aware they were on

11/5/2021 10:51 AM

5

i was a round five entrant so orientation was over

11/5/2021 10:32 AM

6

I lived to far away to come in just for that

11/5/2021 10:30 AM

7

It was on a time that didn’t suit me

11/5/2021 10:15 AM

8

Got second round offer

11/5/2021 9:46 AM

9

Only got in on 3rd rounds

11/5/2021 9:37 AM

10

Was unwell

11/5/2021 9:34 AM

11

They were cancelled

10/29/2021 4:07 PM

12

I came from Cork. I could not come to any activities

10/25/2021 12:50 PM

13

Hospital appointments

10/25/2021 11:58 AM
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14

Because of visa issues I arrived after the orientation

10/24/2021 9:11 PM

15

All of the engineering zoom meetings didn’t work so we had none

10/24/2021 4:25 PM

16

I didn’t know what was going on

10/23/2021 2:13 AM

17

Technical difficulty prevented me from accessing my email early in the year. And the one on
the 14th conflicted with my classes.

10/22/2021 10:00 PM

18

I wasn't notified of any because I wasn't signed into my UCD email account

10/22/2021 5:25 PM

19

Missed orientation week because I got in with 3rd round offers

10/22/2021 4:54 PM

20

I unfortunately missed the first week at UCD as I had to wait for the 3rd round offers stage.

10/22/2021 2:15 PM

21

I started my course 3 weeks in so missed orientation

10/22/2021 2:10 PM

22

They were boring

10/22/2021 1:49 PM

23

I wasn't moved onto campus yet

10/22/2021 1:37 PM

24

Felt unwell

10/22/2021 1:29 PM

25

No reason

10/22/2021 1:28 PM

26

I wasn’t accepted at this point

10/22/2021 1:18 PM

27

I've been having difficulties in following all of the different events while trying to balance
studying and working

10/22/2021 1:11 PM

28

3rd round offer

10/22/2021 12:53 PM

29

Was Abroad

10/22/2021 12:41 PM

30

late entry

10/22/2021 12:35 PM

31

I wasn't in ireland yet

10/22/2021 12:25 PM

32

Already knew my way around campus

10/22/2021 12:24 PM

33

Got course on 3rd round

10/22/2021 12:19 PM

34

I was a late student as I had gotten my offer in the 3rd cao round

10/22/2021 12:08 PM

35

Work commitments

10/22/2021 11:41 AM

36

I got into my course late through subsequent cao rounds

10/22/2021 11:28 AM

37

Social anxiety

10/22/2021 11:27 AM

38

Got third round offer, too much to catch up on

10/22/2021 11:26 AM

39

Arrived late

10/22/2021 11:15 AM

40

Was unsure whether they were worthwhile and didn’t know when they were on

10/22/2021 11:08 AM

41

I got a place later

10/22/2021 11:07 AM

42

Peer mentor tour of campus

10/22/2021 10:59 AM

43

Was workinh

10/22/2021 10:54 AM

44

I joined late and I was busy during the 2nd orientation activity

10/22/2021 10:54 AM

45

All orientation was online, and it was cancelled. Didn't travel to campus for no reason.

10/22/2021 10:54 AM

46

away

10/22/2021 10:52 AM

47

I was late starting in cud, I came through 3rd round car

10/22/2021 10:50 AM

48

I was sick during orientation.

10/22/2021 10:48 AM

49

Came in on round 4 of CAO so missed the orientation and the second one clashed

10/22/2021 10:44 AM

50

Started stage 1 late

10/22/2021 10:41 AM

51

Wasn't in for the first week of college :(

10/22/2021 10:41 AM

52

I had football training when the tour was on

10/22/2021 10:40 AM

53

I only received my course fifth rounds offers

10/22/2021 10:40 AM
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54

I found it very useful to help find my way around campus and how to work my way around
bright space

10/22/2021 10:40 AM

55

I came in late

10/22/2021 10:33 AM

56

None that interested me

10/22/2021 10:32 AM

57

I did not get my place until the third round of offers came out

10/22/2021 10:30 AM
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Q3 How would you rate the following Orientation supports?(Links will
open in a new window)
Answered: 658

Skipped: 1,006

New Students
website

Online
Orientation...

Peer Mentors

Student
Adviser/Chap...

Faculty
(academic...
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UCD Student
Desk

UCD Library's
New Students...

Your UCD Tour

UCD's Events
Calendar

Your Programme
Orientation...

UCD Welcome
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UCD Welcome
Ceremony
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Didn't use it

EXCELLENT

GOOD

POOR

DIDN'T
USE IT

TOTAL

20.67%
136

57.14%
376

7.29%
48

14.89%
98

658

22.04%
145

51.98%
342

17.93%
118

8.05%
53

658

40.27%
265

39.06%
257

14.59%
96

6.08%
40

658

15.96%
105

24.16%
159

3.95%
26

55.93%
368

658

29.48%
194

44.68%
294

2.43%
16

23.40%
154

658

24.62%
162

27.96%
184

2.74%
18

44.68%
294

658

21.28%
140

41.19%
271

2.13%
14

35.41%
233

658

31.16%
205

45.59%
300

11.09%
73

12.16%
80

658

24.62%
162

48.78%
321

11.25%
74

15.35%
101

658

Your Programme Orientation (Webinars or other events introducing
your specific course)

29.79%
196

50.00%
329

11.85%
78

8.36%
55

658

UCD Welcome Ceremony

26.14%
172

48.94%
322

7.45%
49

17.48%
115

658

New Students website
Online Orientation Timetables
Peer Mentors
Student Adviser/Chaplain
Faculty (academic staff)
UCD Student Desk
UCD Library's New Students web page
Your UCD Tour
UCD's Events Calendar

#

ANY OTHER COMMENTS OR SUGGESTIONS?

DATE

1

no

11/8/2021 11:08 AM

2

no

11/7/2021 10:29 PM

3

Brightspace was very confusing even with introductory videos, especially on how to submit
assignments and find information on what's due. It took a while to figure out which was quite
stressful the first few weeks.

11/6/2021 11:11 AM

4

Lots of the orientation info was in different places. All the info on societies was on
instagram, which most people only knew if you were following the account, the sports
weren't advertised until the week the sports expo was on and then all the module info was
either on the school website or in sisweb. As a first year who wasn't familiar with using a lot
of the software like sisweb and didn't know how info was relayed to students, I think it would
be really beneficial to centralize everything. I think this might have been the idea of the
website, but personally I didn't find the website hugely beneficial other than the videos. That
is one thing that was extremely helpful actually were all the videos, particularly the ones
about student life and the more course specific ones on how to pick your modules etc.

11/5/2021 8:58 PM

5

There were technical issues that caused some webinars to be cancelled.

11/5/2021 5:28 PM

6

Campus tour was quite amateur impossible to get any meaningful info from it

11/5/2021 3:37 PM
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7

Most of this stuff is good for vague general information, but not for specifics. For example, I
know where they library is, and how to look up what books are in the library, but was never
told how exactly to take a book out, or how to return books.

11/5/2021 11:24 AM

8

Peer mentor was not very enthusiastic and did not attend welcome ceremony with our
group. Very approachable otherwise

11/5/2021 11:10 AM

9

No

11/5/2021 11:04 AM

10

None

11/5/2021 10:25 AM

11

There were practically no freshers week events, most studd happened the week that the
sports expo was open.

11/5/2021 9:53 AM

12

I found it difficult to keep up with brightspace notifications and understand how it works for
the first few weeks

10/28/2021 5:38 PM

13

There should be more opportunities to interact in Bcomm orientation activities

10/27/2021 8:45 AM

14

The programme orientation should have been divided up as it was an exhausting day.

10/26/2021 7:52 PM

15

no

10/25/2021 7:22 PM

16

The Online Orientation timetable was very, very confusing. Also, whilst I understand that
with the presence of COVID-19 there might be a lot of confusion behind schedules, I would
have appreciated schedules being given out earlier.

10/25/2021 5:31 PM

17

peer mentor did not follow up so ended up calling but to no avail as they were few things
one would like to find out as a new student but am all good now

10/25/2021 4:06 PM

18

More society events on the UCD events Calendar weekly

10/24/2021 10:56 PM

19

Enjoyed it.

10/24/2021 2:09 PM

20

I really like the idea of the peer mentor programme, I only gave that score because my peer
mentor wasn't as engaged as they possibly should have been?

10/24/2021 12:51 PM

21

I didn't hear anything other than an introductory email from my Peer Mentor, therefore
missed out on a tour which would have been really useful at the start of term.

10/22/2021 10:57 PM

22

All was good

10/22/2021 9:39 PM

23

1. Make sure student mentors actually want to help and aren't just doing it for brownie
points. 2. UCD student desk never got back to me when I had queries.

10/22/2021 7:25 PM

24

The links on the New Students website don’t work (at least not on Safari on iPhone or Mac)

10/22/2021 5:02 PM

25

My peer mentor never contacted me so I didn’t get to complete any activities such as a
campus tour and getting to know other people in my group. It made the whole starting at
UCD process 10 times more difficult. No one checked either to see if the peer mentors had
organised anything.

10/22/2021 3:30 PM

26

A bit confusing at the start and maybe try to send information earlier.

10/22/2021 3:15 PM

27

Reading week was unclear (for a 1st would be good to know!) Also, a better explanation of
how to read the timetable (ie, the numbers to find the room mean something, the first
number indicates the floor level) Library resources still a bit confusing, would be good to
have an interactive test/quiz that walks you through it better; I've done one Library Quiz, but
it was quite challenging even after watching the videos, there's just a lot of information to
process in one sitting.

10/22/2021 3:09 PM

28

I did not attend welcome ceremony - I wasnt aware that this was on

10/22/2021 2:34 PM

29

Ensuring that every student got a peer mentor & heard from said peer mentor (I never heard
from mine).

10/22/2021 1:25 PM

30

Peer mentor never reached out until third week, was offered no campus tour, given no
introduction Brightspace. I essentially came into my first lecture blind and had to rely on
other students to show me around

10/22/2021 1:18 PM

31

Peer mentors should be advised not to become peer mentors if they do not intend to
actually do it.

10/22/2021 12:54 PM

32

The provided orientation timetable was incorrect.

10/22/2021 12:21 PM

33

The UCD orientation tour was good but often it was hard to hear what the guide was saying
as we were walking.

10/22/2021 12:19 PM
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34

more fun social events in person needed. and less boring events that would have more
people go. UCC does good events have a look

10/22/2021 12:00 PM

35

more social orientation

10/22/2021 11:21 AM

36

Email the timetables out sooner. It was frustration only knowing about things a few days
before they began.

10/22/2021 11:19 AM

37

No

10/22/2021 10:52 AM

38

-

10/22/2021 10:48 AM

39

No

10/22/2021 10:44 AM

40

The day we had a load of webinars we only got a 15 to 20 min break it was a long day
maybe put in a lunch break!

10/22/2021 10:44 AM

41

scarf ceremony is very boring and would be better if students knew it was happening in
advance and its length

10/22/2021 10:40 AM

42

We should be given an introduction to using brightspace and how to properly reference

10/22/2021 10:35 AM
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Q4 Introduction to UCD is a Brightspace module designed to introduce
you to the UCD Community and explain our support systems. How
would you rate the following?
Answered: 658

Skipped: 1,006

UCD's Active
Bystander...

Discover IT

Inclusive UCD

Introduction
to Academic...

Connecting
Globally
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UCD Library
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UCD Library

70%

80%

90%

100%

Didn't use it

EXCELLENT
UCD's Active Bystander programme

60%

GOOD

POOR

DIDN'T USE IT

TOTAL

40.27%
265

43.62%
287

3.65%
24

12.46%
82

658

24.01%
158

51.52%
339

5.17%
34

19.30%
127

658

32.07%
211

46.20%
304

3.34%
22

18.39%
121

658

25.23%
166

52.13%
343

6.08%
40

16.57%
109

658

21.58%
142

46.20%
304

4.26%
28

27.96%
184

658

41.79%
275

43.92%
289

3.19%
21

11.09%
73

658

#

ANY OTHER COMMENTS OR SUGGESTIONS?

DATE

1

no

11/8/2021 11:08 AM

2

no

11/7/2021 10:29 PM

3

Explanation on how to connect to UCD wired network was confusing as the video did not
correspond with the registration when I attempted it. Apart from that, the rest went really
smoothly.

11/6/2021 11:11 AM

4

The questions on the inclusive survey for UCD were way too intrusive and asked for
information that you did not need to know and SHOULD NOT be asking of students

11/5/2021 11:11 AM

5

Create a “how to” video for different features of UCD Library website

11/5/2021 11:10 AM

6

None

11/5/2021 10:25 AM

7

The active bystander portion had some sort of glitch where although I had watched all parts,
it kept saying that I was missing 2 sections of it. This was the same for my classmates as
well.

10/28/2021 6:54 AM

8

The active bystander programme, I thought was extremely excellent. I think it will teach
students so much and I believe it has contributed to the sense of respect for me, as a
woman, I feel while around campus. I think I would feel safe to go to a night out with UCD
students.

10/24/2021 10:56 PM

9

The whole thing was very long.

10/24/2021 12:51 PM

10

Found this module v helpful but a tour or map of library in the library section would be super

10/22/2021 10:07 PM
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helpful as I always get lost looking for my seat :)
11

Detailed and clear videos describing how to use bright space and the online library would be
useful

10/22/2021 9:39 PM

12

Never any library spots

10/22/2021 3:32 PM

13

no

10/22/2021 3:03 PM

14

Make it shorter

10/22/2021 2:03 PM

15

Haven't had a chance to do it yet, it wasn't working but I have sorted it now.

10/22/2021 1:39 PM

16

Didn't even know it existed

10/22/2021 1:18 PM

17

Include more resources with how to deal with being a victim of sexual assault instead of just
bystander based education as well as ways to report discrimination.

10/22/2021 12:49 PM

18

I found it really informative but a lot of people were put off by how long it was and didn’t use
the module even though it was really beneficial

10/22/2021 12:19 PM

19

Took much longer than the suggested time

10/22/2021 12:10 PM

20

more policing needed outside james joyce library once it’s dark. A lot of very bad
encounters occurring aswell as a man trying to steal girls handbags

10/22/2021 12:00 PM

21

module wouldn't let me complete it despite rewatching it to try complete it again!

10/22/2021 11:29 AM

22

No

10/22/2021 11:19 AM

23

The introduction was probably too long

10/22/2021 11:01 AM

24

Most of the time on this module was spent trying to access and figure out how to use
brightspace. As a first year with no previous knowledge of the platform it was very difficult
to access any info on how to use it

10/22/2021 10:54 AM

25

No

10/22/2021 10:52 AM

26

-

10/22/2021 10:48 AM

27

No

10/22/2021 10:44 AM

28

The Active Bystander training didn’t allow me to complete it

10/22/2021 10:40 AM
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Q5 What was the best part of Orientation Week for you?
Answered: 436

Skipped: 1,228

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

I was not able to attend most of it as I was not in Ireland at the time but the programme
orientation was very informative.

11/8/2021 6:23 PM

2

peer mentor- met people

11/8/2021 11:39 AM

3

Clubs stalls

11/8/2021 11:08 AM

4

Freshers weeks of societies

11/8/2021 9:23 AM

5

Meeting others.

11/7/2021 11:01 PM

6

online

11/7/2021 10:29 PM

7

getting to know campus and new people

11/7/2021 9:50 PM

8

The brief introduction to each course really helped settle decisions and made it easier to get
to know others in classes in a less stressful enviroment

11/7/2021 9:41 PM

9

The best part of Orientation week was getting to know the campus along with my peer
mentor, as well as the Welcome Ceremony!

11/7/2021 9:35 PM

10

Meeting people

11/7/2021 8:33 PM

11

Learning where everything was on campus, finding my way around campus before classes
actually started. Getting to join clubs and meet people in my course.

11/7/2021 5:32 PM

12

getting to meet all the students

11/7/2021 5:24 PM

13

Meeting students on my course at orientation

11/7/2021 4:47 PM

14

Meeting people through the peer mentors

11/7/2021 1:00 PM

15

the tour

11/7/2021 4:04 AM

16

peer mentor

11/6/2021 6:12 PM

17

Meeting fellow students

11/6/2021 4:47 PM

18

I liked getting to see the building I would be completing my studies in.

11/6/2021 2:05 PM

19

Meeting peer mentor group

11/6/2021 11:46 AM

20

Going to the sports stalls and joining different clubs.

11/6/2021 11:11 AM

21

all of it

11/6/2021 12:50 AM

22

My peer mentor gave me a wonderful tour and made herself very available to ask any
questions at any time. Sje gave us all her contact details. I felt far more confident about
knowing my way around the UCD campus after her comprehensive tour!

11/6/2021 12:37 AM

23

Meeting new people

11/5/2021 11:29 PM

24

New people

11/5/2021 10:21 PM

25

free scarf

11/5/2021 9:36 PM

26

The buzz on campus and all the freebees

11/5/2021 8:58 PM

27

Peer mentor tour guide.

11/5/2021 5:28 PM

28

Meeting people

11/5/2021 5:23 PM

29

Scarf

11/5/2021 4:19 PM

30

Pints

11/5/2021 4:16 PM

31

meeting new people

11/5/2021 3:47 PM

32

None of it

11/5/2021 3:37 PM
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33

The UCD Tour

11/5/2021 3:11 PM

34

I found the tour with the peer mentor beneficial

11/5/2021 3:04 PM

35

The sports expo tent and free food/drink.

11/5/2021 2:45 PM

36

Campus tour with peer mentor

11/5/2021 2:32 PM

37

Meeting people

11/5/2021 2:16 PM

38

Meeting new people

11/5/2021 2:08 PM

39

tour

11/5/2021 1:49 PM

40

Socializing

11/5/2021 1:22 PM

41

Getting to actually be in campus and see everything in person

11/5/2021 1:20 PM

42

Meeting new people

11/5/2021 1:10 PM

43

getting a tour of the campus

11/5/2021 1:03 PM

44

The tour around campus

11/5/2021 12:57 PM

45

Free pizza

11/5/2021 12:47 PM

46

The tent

11/5/2021 12:46 PM

47

meeting new people

11/5/2021 12:44 PM

48

Meeting new people

11/5/2021 12:40 PM

49

Getting to know people in my course on the campus tours

11/5/2021 12:32 PM

50

Free stuff

11/5/2021 12:22 PM

51

Going to various events and meeting a lot of new people Getting to know the campus and
familarize myself with it

11/5/2021 11:57 AM

52

Getting introduced to my creative writing course. Also, free stuff.

11/5/2021 11:51 AM

53

been showed campus and what to expect

11/5/2021 11:38 AM

54

individually exploring the campus

11/5/2021 11:34 AM

55

exploring campus

11/5/2021 11:31 AM

56

The sports expo

11/5/2021 11:28 AM

57

Meeting people in my course and doing the same modules.

11/5/2021 11:28 AM

58

I like that I got a scarf, but didnt find anything to be particularly helpful

11/5/2021 11:24 AM

59

Going to see the university campus

11/5/2021 11:20 AM

60

Campus tour with peer mentor group

11/5/2021 11:17 AM

61

the tents introducing the different types of clubs

11/5/2021 11:14 AM

62

Meeting new people and exploiting the campus

11/5/2021 11:11 AM

63

The UCD Access and Lifelong Learning was amazing

11/5/2021 11:11 AM

64

getting involved in different events, meeting people from my course pre-lectures

11/5/2021 11:10 AM

65

The Sports Expo

11/5/2021 11:04 AM

66

Meeting new people

11/5/2021 11:00 AM

67

Sports expo tent

11/5/2021 10:59 AM

68

The tour of campus

11/5/2021 10:57 AM

69

Meeting people

11/5/2021 10:57 AM

70

The campus tour

11/5/2021 10:57 AM

71

Going on a tour of UCD

11/5/2021 10:52 AM

72

The welcome events on the Friday where we met out lecturers and the tour as well

11/5/2021 10:26 AM
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73

UCD tour

11/5/2021 10:25 AM

74

Sports expo / societies expo

11/5/2021 10:15 AM

75

Joining societies

11/5/2021 10:12 AM

76

Free stuff

11/5/2021 10:06 AM

77

Meeting new people

11/5/2021 10:06 AM

78

Welcome ceremony and my mentor helping me navigate through the week

11/5/2021 9:57 AM

79

Free stuff, campus tour, just being on campus after so long.

11/5/2021 9:53 AM

80

First day

11/5/2021 9:48 AM

81

Getting to know campus

11/5/2021 9:45 AM

82

Meeting a few faces from my course!

11/5/2021 9:45 AM

83

Meeting new people. Getting to know my fellow classmates

11/5/2021 9:44 AM

84

The sports expo

11/5/2021 9:44 AM

85

The tour and activities for orientation week

11/5/2021 9:43 AM

86

Peer mentor tour

11/5/2021 9:41 AM

87

Meeting my peer mentor

11/5/2021 9:40 AM

88

Meeting the other students

11/5/2021 9:39 AM

89

Learning the campus and meeting familiar faces while doing so.

11/5/2021 9:37 AM

90

meeting with new people was a lot easier due to activities done

11/2/2021 11:59 AM

91

Meeting new people

11/2/2021 10:40 AM

92

The student run events

10/31/2021 6:12 PM

93

I only attented the last day but I loved the pavilon with sport teams :)

10/31/2021 11:26 AM

94

The programme orientation.

10/29/2021 3:12 PM

95

Feeling welcomed!

10/29/2021 2:47 PM

96

the pavillion

10/28/2021 5:38 PM

97

I found the campus tour very useful

10/28/2021 2:34 PM

98

Coming onto campus for the first time and seeing all the students and getting to know so
many new people.

10/28/2021 12:19 PM

99

Seeing the campus

10/28/2021 12:03 PM

100

Tours, free food, UCD scarf

10/28/2021 6:54 AM

101

Social science water bottle

10/27/2021 11:01 PM

102

getting to meet other people

10/27/2021 3:34 PM

103

Getting to meet some of the people from my course in the tour

10/27/2021 1:39 PM

104

The tents, singing up for clubs and getting free stuff

10/27/2021 8:45 AM

105

Getting to know new people

10/26/2021 7:52 PM

106

stalls with all the information about everything

10/26/2021 12:49 PM

107

Meeting all the new people

10/26/2021 8:22 AM

108

the scarfing ceremony

10/26/2021 8:04 AM

109

Meeting new people

10/25/2021 7:04 PM

110

The fact that I was in school, and not online.

10/25/2021 5:31 PM

111

Meeting people.

10/25/2021 4:24 PM

112

taking the tour around the campus

10/25/2021 4:06 PM

113

Peer mentor orientation tour

10/25/2021 2:54 PM
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114

Meeting a people from my course during my peer mentor group tour so I was familiar with at
least a few students during my first proper week as a student. It gave me a head start with
making connections.

10/25/2021 2:36 PM

115

My peer mentor tour was the best part for me as my peer mentor gave us a course specific
tour which made it easier for me to understand and remember.

10/25/2021 1:16 PM

116

The Sport Club Welcome Tent

10/25/2021 12:56 PM

117

Meeting with fellow students face to face.

10/25/2021 12:23 PM

118

Getting to meet new people

10/25/2021 12:11 PM

119

Exploring the campus

10/25/2021 11:26 AM

120

The campus tour.

10/25/2021 12:27 AM

121

My peer mentor was truly excellent and really wanted to give us the most helpful tour and
was very open to us asking questions. She made herself very approachable for us to ask
further questions at a later stage. I found my tour with her very helpful from a navigation
point of view and she gave us study tips.

10/24/2021 10:56 PM

122

Sports expo

10/24/2021 8:37 PM

123

The fresher's tent where we had a chance to learn more about clubs and societies as well
as the movie night.

10/24/2021 7:41 PM

124

Many activities

10/24/2021 5:57 PM

125

sports expo

10/24/2021 5:27 PM

126

making friends, getting to know my way around campus

10/24/2021 5:24 PM

127

Freshers Week

10/24/2021 5:19 PM

128

Meeting the people I would be studying alongside going forward

10/24/2021 4:32 PM

129

How outgoing and friendly everyone was

10/24/2021 2:21 PM

130

Meeting new people

10/24/2021 2:09 PM

131

The welcome ceremony and all the Orientation points on campus to ask any question

10/24/2021 12:52 PM

132

In person course orientation

10/24/2021 12:51 PM

133

Meeting new people and getting to know the campus

10/24/2021 12:40 PM

134

sports expo

10/24/2021 10:58 AM

135

Meeting new people and discovering different places around campus.

10/24/2021 10:25 AM

136

All the societies

10/24/2021 9:35 AM

137

Meeting with my peer mentor and peer mento group as well as getting to know all of the
people in my course

10/24/2021 7:19 AM

138

Meeting other people in my course

10/24/2021 5:07 AM

139

How the groups we were put in was full of people in my course

10/23/2021 11:46 PM

140

nothing really

10/23/2021 10:29 PM

141

Meeting people from my course.

10/23/2021 9:32 PM

142

Meeting new people and socialising

10/23/2021 8:28 PM

143

Learning where stuff is

10/23/2021 7:45 PM

144

signing up to clubs

10/23/2021 7:43 PM

145

changing course

10/23/2021 6:19 PM

146

The tour from the Peer Mentor. All the other orientation activities were in large groups which
was a bit overwhelming. The tour with the Peer Mentor group was a chance to meet some
people in our programme.

10/23/2021 6:06 PM

147

Meeting friends

10/23/2021 5:57 PM
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148

The Sports Expo.

10/23/2021 5:22 PM

149

Meeting new people

10/23/2021 4:51 PM

150

Meeting new people through my peer mentor group and finding societies/ groups to join.

10/23/2021 3:51 PM

151

peer mentor tour

10/23/2021 3:10 PM

152

Guided tour and welcome ceremony

10/23/2021 1:47 PM

153

Getting to meet people from your course before the start of the module.

10/23/2021 1:02 PM

154

Meeting Up with my peer mentor group and getting to know new people on my course

10/23/2021 12:53 PM

155

There were no particular orientation activities at all planned so I have no best part

10/23/2021 12:23 PM

156

Club and Society sign ups and getting to meet a whole bunch of my class mates before the
beginning of term.

10/23/2021 12:04 PM

157

The best part of Orientation Week for me was when I met a few of my classmates.

10/23/2021 11:50 AM

158

Sports expo

10/23/2021 10:28 AM

159

The peer mentor tour

10/23/2021 9:40 AM

160

The welcome ceremony as it was the the only on person event of my orientation

10/23/2021 9:39 AM

161

Having the opportunity to meet new people before I began my studies.

10/23/2021 8:49 AM

162

Sports tent

10/23/2021 7:57 AM

163

Meeting some of the students in my course as well as getting accustomed to the campus
through the peer mentor tours

10/23/2021 12:56 AM

164

I got to eat korean bbq for the first time

10/23/2021 12:09 AM

165

Attending the first Arts Welcome talk, with the goody bags :)

10/22/2021 10:57 PM

166

Meeting coursemates

10/22/2021 10:39 PM

167

Getting to find my way around campus

10/22/2021 10:20 PM

168

Sports expo

10/22/2021 10:07 PM

169

Getting familiar with the campus

10/22/2021 9:39 PM

170

Sports Expo

10/22/2021 9:31 PM

171

The Opportunity to talk to representative from different clubs and societies

10/22/2021 8:41 PM

172

The tour, it was easy way to meet people on your course

10/22/2021 8:14 PM

173

Going out

10/22/2021 8:01 PM

174

seeing the campus in person

10/22/2021 7:41 PM

175

Meeting a friend that I've hung out with since was the best part.

10/22/2021 7:25 PM

176

free crunchy bar

10/22/2021 7:24 PM

177

Meeting my fellow peers.

10/22/2021 7:03 PM

178

My Programme Orientation

10/22/2021 6:49 PM

179

Just enjoying college life without worrying about lectures. Having time to explore campus

10/22/2021 6:31 PM

180

Meeting new people

10/22/2021 6:28 PM

181

Free food

10/22/2021 6:25 PM

182

Meeting people from my course and soon became friends Getting to know my course

10/22/2021 6:13 PM

183

Getting to know new people and getting to explore the campus.

10/22/2021 5:19 PM

184

meeting new people

10/22/2021 5:14 PM

185

getting to come in and being put into groups for the tour, this is where I met some of my
friends. my pier mentor was brilliant and did her best to answer all the questions I had.

10/22/2021 5:13 PM

186

Meeting people during fun activities

10/22/2021 5:12 PM
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187

finding my way around and meeting new people

10/22/2021 5:04 PM

188

The introductory meetings with academic staff

10/22/2021 5:02 PM

189

Having the colour coded path ways in the Newman Building pointed out to me.

10/22/2021 4:50 PM

190

I don’t really know, there wasn’t a great facility to meet new people

10/22/2021 4:35 PM

191

Orientation Introduction Lectures from professors outlining the academic plan

10/22/2021 4:33 PM

192

Meeting peer mentors and the events

10/22/2021 4:30 PM

193

Meeting all new, unique and different kinds of people that I’d be interacting with in my
course and finally becoming a student of UCD

10/22/2021 4:09 PM

194

free merchandise

10/22/2021 4:06 PM

195

Meeting peer mentor and other people in my course

10/22/2021 4:04 PM

196

The tour

10/22/2021 3:54 PM

197

I liked that there was a mix between in person and online events

10/22/2021 3:46 PM

198

Get to know the campus and peers

10/22/2021 3:35 PM

199

The peer mentor

10/22/2021 3:32 PM

200

Exploring the marquee

10/22/2021 3:31 PM

201

Nothing. I had to sit in my room and do nothing.

10/22/2021 3:30 PM

202

Getting to know peer students and having the opportunity to ask questions in person.

10/22/2021 3:15 PM

203

Getting my locker

10/22/2021 3:09 PM

204

Going around to the activities for clubs and societies- great for meeting people

10/22/2021 3:07 PM

205

Social Sciences Welcome

10/22/2021 3:05 PM

206

Introduction to clubs

10/22/2021 3:03 PM

207

The expo-tent

10/22/2021 3:02 PM

208

Sports Expo

10/22/2021 2:57 PM

209

Receiving my UCD scarf

10/22/2021 2:56 PM

210

Being able to see the campus and student centre

10/22/2021 2:52 PM

211

The amount of activities that were there to choose from

10/22/2021 2:51 PM

212

Tour

10/22/2021 2:50 PM

213

Meeting students from the course in peer mentor group

10/22/2021 2:41 PM

214

meeting new people

10/22/2021 2:39 PM

215

Campus tour

10/22/2021 2:32 PM

216

Meeting students from my course

10/22/2021 2:29 PM

217

Campus tour + Orientation

10/22/2021 2:23 PM

218

Meeting new people

10/22/2021 2:19 PM

219

Joining clubs, only to realize I have no time for any.

10/22/2021 2:10 PM

220

Getting familiar with the campus

10/22/2021 2:09 PM

221

The 2 ceromonies where we got our badge and when we got our scarf, they really made me
feel like I'd become part of something bigger.

10/22/2021 2:08 PM

222

Talking to members of clubs and societies to find out more information as they were very
helpful

10/22/2021 2:07 PM

223

Meeting new people

10/22/2021 2:03 PM

224

Meeting the people on my course.

10/22/2021 1:50 PM

225

The campus tour.

10/22/2021 1:48 PM
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226

The best part of orientation was going to all the events I could and meeting new people.

10/22/2021 1:47 PM

227

Peer mentor group was helpful to meet people in ur course before u started

10/22/2021 1:45 PM

228

Club fair in the marquee

10/22/2021 1:44 PM

229

Meeting new friends

10/22/2021 1:39 PM

230

The free food and zoom orientation events on where to buy in Dublin

10/22/2021 1:39 PM

231

Free things!

10/22/2021 1:31 PM

232

Getting a feel for my subjects & meeting new people.

10/22/2021 1:25 PM

233

Peer mentor group

10/22/2021 1:22 PM

234

The campus tour by my peer mentor

10/22/2021 1:20 PM

235

Tour

10/22/2021 1:18 PM

236

Was very poor, pre-recorded online videos that explained very little

10/22/2021 1:18 PM

237

Peer mentor

10/22/2021 1:17 PM

238

Meeting new people

10/22/2021 1:14 PM

239

Orientation Tour

10/22/2021 1:14 PM

240

Meeting other students

10/22/2021 1:01 PM

241

Getting on campus to meet people

10/22/2021 12:59 PM

242

Having the opportunity to meet new people in a structured, helpful environment

10/22/2021 12:58 PM

243

Seeing the different clubs

10/22/2021 12:58 PM

244

The campus tour with the peer mentor because we got to meet other people

10/22/2021 12:55 PM

245

The talk we received about our course from the lecturers and the dean of law

10/22/2021 12:55 PM

246

The Sports Expo

10/22/2021 12:54 PM

247

The free gifts from the university

10/22/2021 12:53 PM

248

Meeting new people

10/22/2021 12:53 PM

249

Getting to meet my peer mentor group before lectures started so I was able to recognize
faces and be more comfortable about going in on my first day.

10/22/2021 12:53 PM

250

I got to see all the societies and clubs that I could potentially join.

10/22/2021 12:53 PM

251

Getting to meet a new of my peers before big lectures started. It was nice to have a familiar
face and new friends when entering the packed lecture halls.

10/22/2021 12:53 PM

252

Meeting new people and getting to know the campus

10/22/2021 12:53 PM

253

The tent

10/22/2021 12:52 PM

254

Finding out about my programme

10/22/2021 12:52 PM

255

The tour

10/22/2021 12:50 PM

256

Peer Group Tour

10/22/2021 12:50 PM

257

Getting to know campus

10/22/2021 12:49 PM

258

The Peer mentor Tour

10/22/2021 12:49 PM

259

Tour - helped clarify things

10/22/2021 12:49 PM

260

I really enjoyed having our peer mentor organize a campus tour for us, as it gave me an
opportunity to meet some of my new classmates. I enjoyed the sports expo. tent, and
thought it was a good way to showcase all that was going on in UCD.

10/22/2021 12:47 PM

261

Meeting new people

10/22/2021 12:44 PM

262

Getting to know people in my course

10/22/2021 12:43 PM

263

Orientation

10/22/2021 12:39 PM

264

meeting new people

10/22/2021 12:37 PM
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265

Meeting peer mentor

10/22/2021 12:37 PM

266

pints

10/22/2021 12:36 PM

267

Meeting new friends, getting to know campus life and exploring the facilities

10/22/2021 12:36 PM

268

Meeting new people

10/22/2021 12:35 PM

269

The peer mentor tour

10/22/2021 12:35 PM

270

Sports expo

10/22/2021 12:34 PM

271

Meeting new people

10/22/2021 12:32 PM

272

The course introductions and the sports and society expos

10/22/2021 12:32 PM

273

getting to know and meet my peers

10/22/2021 12:32 PM

274

The free things from student tents

10/22/2021 12:32 PM

275

group activities

10/22/2021 12:30 PM

276

Events in the tent

10/22/2021 12:28 PM

277

Joining societies and winning free donuts

10/22/2021 12:27 PM

278

Tryouts in sport clubs

10/22/2021 12:26 PM

279

On campus activities and peer mentor tour as I got to meet people in my course and make
friends

10/22/2021 12:25 PM

280

tour of campus

10/22/2021 12:24 PM

281

The peer mentor guided tour

10/22/2021 12:23 PM

282

Introduced to students throughout my course

10/22/2021 12:22 PM

283

Getting clarify on the programme

10/22/2021 12:21 PM

284

Meeting others in my course, getting to see more of campus, feeling really welcomed in.

10/22/2021 12:21 PM

285

I really enjoyed the tour as it introduced me to the campus and allowed me to get familiar
with my surrounding and overall helped me navigate around campus on my first day of
Lectures.

10/22/2021 12:19 PM

286

The sports expo

10/22/2021 12:19 PM

287

Sports tent

10/22/2021 12:11 PM

288

The tour

10/22/2021 12:10 PM

289

Campus Tour

10/22/2021 12:10 PM

290

Meeting some new people from my course

10/22/2021 12:09 PM

291

Sports expo

10/22/2021 12:07 PM

292

New faces and New possibilities with clubs/societies

10/22/2021 12:07 PM

293

Sports expo

10/22/2021 12:06 PM

294

Meeting other people

10/22/2021 12:06 PM

295

social events

10/22/2021 12:04 PM

296

Sports expo

10/22/2021 12:02 PM

297

going out at night

10/22/2021 12:00 PM

298

The welcome ceremony in the Ad Astra hall

10/22/2021 11:59 AM

299

meeting new people and going through all the sports clubs

10/22/2021 11:59 AM

300

Meeting new people

10/22/2021 11:59 AM

301

The tour of the campus.

10/22/2021 11:59 AM

302

Campus tour & coffee morning

10/22/2021 11:57 AM

303

The tour

10/22/2021 11:55 AM
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304

The student events (societies, clubs)

10/22/2021 11:53 AM

305

taking me to the Library and introducing me to various organisations including sport's team
available in the campus.

10/22/2021 11:52 AM

306

Meeting new friends and joining clubs and societies

10/22/2021 11:51 AM

307

I really enjoyed having my tour with my Peer Mentor. It allowed me to feel more comfortable
with the campus, with my course (hearing from an experienced student), and let me meet
new people before starting the following week.

10/22/2021 11:51 AM

308

I'm not sure. It's a lot of information at once but it's all useful and informative and it's an
exciting new start. I liked the activities and events around campus (though it was a pity we
couldn't do more to keep things covid compliant) I think it gave a good first taster of the vibe
on campus outside of class.

10/22/2021 11:49 AM

309

the goodies, the crowds, meeting new people

10/22/2021 11:48 AM

310

The events

10/22/2021 11:47 AM

311

On-campus tour

10/22/2021 11:47 AM

312

My peer mentor tour

10/22/2021 11:47 AM

313

Getting to know people

10/22/2021 11:46 AM

314

Free stuff

10/22/2021 11:45 AM

315

Meeting other students from my course

10/22/2021 11:45 AM

316

Peer mentor tour

10/22/2021 11:42 AM

317

the peer mentor tour because it allowed me to make new friends

10/22/2021 11:42 AM

318

Meeting new people with similar interests (e.g through peer mentor group)

10/22/2021 11:41 AM

319

my peer mentor

10/22/2021 11:41 AM

320

The free stuff

10/22/2021 11:40 AM

321

Meeting everyone

10/22/2021 11:38 AM

322

Free pizza

10/22/2021 11:37 AM

323

I got to meet lots of people from my course

10/22/2021 11:36 AM

324

freshers events

10/22/2021 11:35 AM

325

Definitely the sports expo

10/22/2021 11:32 AM

326

Meeting the people on your course with your peer mentor tour

10/22/2021 11:29 AM

327

meeting new people

10/22/2021 11:29 AM

328

The tour and and attending the pavillion events

10/22/2021 11:28 AM

329

The peer group tour!

10/22/2021 11:28 AM

330

meeting people

10/22/2021 11:27 AM

331

The people and the social life

10/22/2021 11:26 AM

332

Meeting the staff

10/22/2021 11:26 AM

333

Peer mentor group, I got to make new friends and my first ones at college

10/22/2021 11:25 AM

334

Peer mentor tour & orientation ceremony

10/22/2021 11:22 AM

335

Orientation activity

10/22/2021 11:22 AM

336

Meeting up with Peer Mentor and making friends with people from my course

10/22/2021 11:21 AM

337

sport expo

10/22/2021 11:21 AM

338

Peer mentor group

10/22/2021 11:20 AM

339

Drinking

10/22/2021 11:20 AM

340

Getting a scarf.

10/22/2021 11:19 AM

341

Getting to know people in my course

10/22/2021 11:17 AM
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342

Peer mentor tour

10/22/2021 11:16 AM

343

The sports expo and getting to join teams and meet new friends and people

10/22/2021 11:16 AM

344

Meeting other students and being on campus

10/22/2021 11:14 AM

345

The peer mentor tour

10/22/2021 11:13 AM

346

The Sports expo tent.

10/22/2021 11:13 AM

347

idk

10/22/2021 11:12 AM

348

Meeting new friends

10/22/2021 11:11 AM

349

The peer mentor tour as it gave me an opportunity to meet people from my course and to
see the campus properly

10/22/2021 11:11 AM

350

Joining clubs and receiving free items

10/22/2021 11:11 AM

351

The tour with my peer mentor it allowed me to make a few friends that I still have now

10/22/2021 11:11 AM

352

Meeting new people

10/22/2021 11:09 AM

353

Meeting the administration and learning about the culture here

10/22/2021 11:09 AM

354

Campus Tour

10/22/2021 11:09 AM

355

DN520 Dean's welcome

10/22/2021 11:08 AM

356

Club events

10/22/2021 11:07 AM

357

Joining societies

10/22/2021 11:07 AM

358

The sports expo

10/22/2021 11:05 AM

359

welcome ceremony

10/22/2021 11:05 AM

360

Meeting up with access group to chat and hang out

10/22/2021 11:04 AM

361

meeting my peer mentor

10/22/2021 11:03 AM

362

The campus tour allowed me to see around the campus and become more familiar with all
the different buildings as well as amking friends with the others in my peer mentor group.

10/22/2021 11:03 AM

363

Seeing the clubs and societies that we could join, all the free stuff we could get etc

10/22/2021 11:01 AM

364

Meet new people

10/22/2021 11:00 AM

365

Meeting classmates

10/22/2021 11:00 AM

366

Free food

10/22/2021 10:59 AM

367

The tour was very helpful

10/22/2021 10:58 AM

368

meeting people

10/22/2021 10:58 AM

369

Meeting new people and enjoying college life

10/22/2021 10:57 AM

370

Going to my peer mentor group and making new friends

10/22/2021 10:56 AM

371

Helping to know that you’re not alone

10/22/2021 10:56 AM

372

Getting to meet new people

10/22/2021 10:56 AM

373

Peer mentor tour

10/22/2021 10:56 AM

374

The tour

10/22/2021 10:55 AM

375

Meeting new people and free food from the societies.

10/22/2021 10:55 AM

376

The tour

10/22/2021 10:54 AM

377

Meeting people on my course and making friends

10/22/2021 10:53 AM

378

Tour was helpful

10/22/2021 10:52 AM

379

Meeting new people

10/22/2021 10:52 AM

380

The variety of activities and friendliness of those hosting

10/22/2021 10:52 AM

381

Starting my course

10/22/2021 10:52 AM
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382

The tour helped me meet one of my new friends so maybe another small activity like the
peer mentor tour could be organised with other small groups from courses.

10/22/2021 10:52 AM

383

The free goodies given in the tents were the best part as we could even get free stationery
items as well as some snacks

10/22/2021 10:52 AM

384

Meeting new people.

10/22/2021 10:51 AM

385

The all welcome.

10/22/2021 10:51 AM

386

The Access Tour

10/22/2021 10:51 AM

387

UCD tour

10/22/2021 10:51 AM

388

Meeting new people

10/22/2021 10:50 AM

389

Finding my way around

10/22/2021 10:50 AM

390

Sports events

10/22/2021 10:50 AM

391

Welcome ceremony

10/22/2021 10:49 AM

392

Meeting new people

10/22/2021 10:48 AM

393

Events in the Quad which allowed me to meet new people

10/22/2021 10:48 AM

394

Meeting my peer group and getting to know the campus during the tour

10/22/2021 10:48 AM

395

Peer mentor tour

10/22/2021 10:47 AM

396

Getting to meet other people from your course

10/22/2021 10:47 AM

397

Meeting my classmates

10/22/2021 10:47 AM

398

Getting to meet and know people on my courses before actually beginning it, and re-kindling
with old friends

10/22/2021 10:47 AM

399

My Programme Orientation

10/22/2021 10:46 AM

400

Meeting new people

10/22/2021 10:45 AM

401

Student union tent

10/22/2021 10:45 AM

402

Campus tour

10/22/2021 10:45 AM

403

Meeting new people

10/22/2021 10:44 AM

404

Meeting up with other students doing the tour and getting the scarf off the Dean

10/22/2021 10:44 AM

405

Having the opportunity to meet new people

10/22/2021 10:43 AM

406

Getting to understand everything before starting so you did not go in blindsighted

10/22/2021 10:43 AM

407

Meeting new people

10/22/2021 10:43 AM

408

Having trinity Freshers week at the same time

10/22/2021 10:43 AM

409

Tour of the campus

10/22/2021 10:43 AM

410

The sports expo

10/22/2021 10:43 AM

411

The clubs and societies expo behind the students centre

10/22/2021 10:43 AM

412

Tour + events at the tents

10/22/2021 10:42 AM

413

Course orientation or free stuff

10/22/2021 10:42 AM

414

meeting new people

10/22/2021 10:41 AM

415

The Marquee

10/22/2021 10:40 AM

416

Scarf

10/22/2021 10:40 AM

417

Meeting new people in my course for lunch

10/22/2021 10:40 AM

418

getting to know new people

10/22/2021 10:40 AM

419

The English orientation allowed be to get to know people from my course

10/22/2021 10:40 AM

420

Meeting people that would be in my course, as well as getting to know others who had
already gone through it.

10/22/2021 10:40 AM
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421

Welcoming part

10/22/2021 10:39 AM

422

First day

10/22/2021 10:38 AM

423

peer mentor tour

10/22/2021 10:38 AM

424

Tour

10/22/2021 10:38 AM

425

The tour

10/22/2021 10:36 AM

426

The introduction classes

10/22/2021 10:36 AM

427

My initial course orientation was very informative, and my peer mentor gave some great
information also

10/22/2021 10:36 AM

428

Student fairs

10/22/2021 10:36 AM

429

I think just getting in to the university and walking around getting a few for the place.

10/22/2021 10:36 AM

430

Freebies!

10/22/2021 10:35 AM

431

meeting people from the same course

10/22/2021 10:35 AM

432

Getting to know people on the tour

10/22/2021 10:34 AM

433

Making friends with new people

10/22/2021 10:34 AM

434

When we went on campus for the first time and met people in our course

10/22/2021 10:34 AM

435

Visiting Campus for the first time

10/22/2021 10:33 AM

436

Just getting to meet new people and getting to see the campus.

10/22/2021 10:32 AM
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Q6 Please comment on one or two things that you think could be
improved upon for next year.
Answered: 359

Skipped: 1,305

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

more events planned for first years to meet their course

11/8/2021 11:39 AM

2

More social events for courses

11/8/2021 11:08 AM

3

More activities for freshers that allows them to make new friends

11/8/2021 9:23 AM

4

Better directions outside of the building. Lots of people got lost.

11/7/2021 11:01 PM

5

change for peer mentor

11/7/2021 10:29 PM

6

Being a foreign student and staying on campus the Orientation Week was a bit boring as
there weren't that many things to do. I would have loved for the sports and societies to have
already started, that way I could keep myself busy meeting new people and joining fun
activities!

11/7/2021 9:35 PM

7

More activities to meet people

11/7/2021 8:33 PM

8

I think there could be more events such as pub crawls, scavenger hunts etc. organised for
incoming first years as a way to really get to know people either from their course or just the
year in general

11/7/2021 5:32 PM

9

maybe give each student tour of what lecture rooms they are using and then organize a tour
of all campuses for those who want it I was overwhelmed by the size of the campus and got
lost a few times on way to lectures!

11/7/2021 5:24 PM

10

More activities for new students at the same time as their UCard collection time

11/7/2021 4:47 PM

11

I found it easy to access the orientation timetables but many others didn’t know of their
existence. The accessibility of these timetables could be made easier

11/7/2021 1:00 PM

12

better online timetable

11/7/2021 4:04 AM

13

i wasn't sure what minors i could take with my joint humanities majors

11/6/2021 6:12 PM

14

Centralise orientation events so information isn't scattered for students

11/6/2021 4:47 PM

15

I felt very intimidated by how large the campus was and the fact that I would be starting
classes three days after the orientation. Maybe if it was on a bit earlier it mightn’t have be
as stressful.

11/6/2021 2:05 PM

16

Better explanation of Brightspace.

11/6/2021 11:11 AM

17

everything to do with accommodation, overpriced garbage

11/6/2021 12:50 AM

18

The evnts calander doe not say all the society events an I would like to know whats on.

11/6/2021 12:37 AM

19

Clearer timetables for orientation

11/5/2021 11:29 PM

20

I think a freshers live music event would be cool. I know lots of other universities ran them
this year and they looked like a great way to meet people and have fun

11/5/2021 8:58 PM

21

A face to face meeting in which someone would explain to us how to use brightspace, when
exams will take place and other organization aspect would have been helpful.

11/5/2021 5:28 PM

22

More organised activities

11/5/2021 5:23 PM

23

Quality of services

11/5/2021 4:19 PM

24

more free stuff

11/5/2021 4:16 PM

25

Properly trained tour guides who know how to address a crowd and impart information
clearly and concisely

11/5/2021 3:37 PM

26

More available display and sign up opportunity for societies

11/5/2021 2:45 PM

27

More social events for first years outside the tents

11/5/2021 2:32 PM
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28

I think everything was well organised and there is no need for improvement

11/5/2021 2:08 PM

29

more orientation activities

11/5/2021 1:49 PM

30

Getting taught on brightspace

11/5/2021 1:22 PM

31

Try and have everyone in the course altogether so you can meet more people in your
course

11/5/2021 1:20 PM

32

Events organised for each course e.g. an engineering night out.

11/5/2021 1:10 PM

33

Include the architecture buildings in the campus tour for architecture students. It’s a bit
ridiculous that it’s not included

11/5/2021 12:47 PM

34

Workshop on how to use brightspace prior to college

11/5/2021 12:40 PM

35

Better communication about events taking place

11/5/2021 12:22 PM

36

My peer mentor never showed up so I didn’t have a tour, I later got a different peer mentor
who is still great, but it’s weird that the tour didn’t happen.

11/5/2021 11:51 AM

37

people talking in lectures. Clear guide to exam revision

11/5/2021 11:38 AM

38

Peer Mentor

11/5/2021 11:34 AM

39

more club nights for freshers

11/5/2021 11:32 AM

40

better publication of events and events more put together

11/5/2021 11:31 AM

41

More freshers activities

11/5/2021 11:28 AM

42

for the 1st year peer mentor tour, architecture students should be shown around richview

11/5/2021 11:24 AM

43

Some of my friend's said that their peer mentor didn't communicate with them so better
communication could be needed

11/5/2021 11:20 AM

44

More emphasis on navigating brightspace

11/5/2021 11:17 AM

45

Keep incoming students updated I wasn’t sure when I was meant to be in during orientation
week

11/5/2021 11:11 AM

46

DO NOT ask students for possibly insensitive information regarding their own family just for
statistic posters to be put up around campus

11/5/2021 11:11 AM

47

Better organisation for a “course group chat”, ensuring everybody is in it and that students
can add other students from course, not just the peer mentor!

11/5/2021 11:10 AM

48

Make the society sign ups in person.

11/5/2021 11:04 AM

49

Make it easier to join societies online and more information available about each one

11/5/2021 11:00 AM

50

None

11/5/2021 10:59 AM

51

Nothing

11/5/2021 10:57 AM

52

How it is organized: emails, timetable, time when information is released

11/5/2021 10:57 AM

53

I think it would’ve been better if freshers week was on the same week as orientation, or if
there were move events for students to get involved/meet other students during orientation.

11/5/2021 10:57 AM

54

Freshers week was only societies having meetings. more big events would be better

11/5/2021 10:54 AM

55

For a tour led by a pier mentor, it would be preferable to be led my a student who studies in
the same sector as the tour group. E.g., a student that studies some variety of English and
film, showing a group around campus.

11/5/2021 10:52 AM

56

more organised sessions with other people in the same course.

11/5/2021 10:26 AM

57

A day in orientation week going through study tips for individuals in STEM. It is important
we are helped transition into college life by getting advice on how to begin studying. This
has lacked greatly in my specific STEM course and should be offered to students to help
them start off the year well by getting advice on how to study.

11/5/2021 10:25 AM

58

More student led orientation activities please

11/5/2021 10:15 AM

59

.

11/5/2021 10:12 AM

60

More activities and better advertising of them

11/5/2021 10:06 AM
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61

More events to meet people Not just in September but throughout the year …. Needs more
events eg dcu had a concert

11/5/2021 10:00 AM

62

The timetable for orientation week - i was lost during the whole week, did not know where to
look for it in the first place, then did not know what to attend when...

11/5/2021 9:57 AM

63

More larger freshers events (similar to DCU, they had concerts, and large events during the
day). The SU spent more time organising events and complaining about government then
actually helping students in UCD.

11/5/2021 9:53 AM

64

Nothing

11/5/2021 9:48 AM

65

Easier webpage

11/5/2021 9:45 AM

66

More inclusive events for mature students Events throughout the day, 9am-4pm

11/5/2021 9:45 AM

67

More free stuff 😁

11/5/2021 9:44 AM

68

The efficency of welcome to ucd ceremony, we had a 20 minute wait in the lecture theatre
for it to start

11/5/2021 9:44 AM

69

More activities

11/5/2021 9:41 AM

70

Please improve the students website. Many students were having issues accessing the
orientation timetable. Whenever we clicked into, nothing would happen, and we would
remain on the homepage

11/5/2021 9:40 AM

71

Group interaction, in order to break the ice so to speak

11/5/2021 9:39 AM

72

Nothing comes to mind

11/5/2021 9:37 AM

73

/

11/2/2021 11:59 AM

74

Peer mentors that are actually trained to help you and more communication in more in
advance on orientation activities.

11/2/2021 10:40 AM

75

Information on covid health and general health were made clear from the beginning - yet
there was barely a word about mental. In the current world we live in that is unacceptable.
More mental health service info @ucd is needed desperately.

10/31/2021 6:12 PM

76

I think the tour should be happening at chosen time as nothing else takes place at the same
time. I couldn't attend some lectures because I wanted to see campus as well

10/31/2021 11:26 AM

77

The information provided before the commencement of the term could be clearer. I would
also like to see more bonding activities with peers.

10/29/2021 3:12 PM

78

I was satisfied.

10/29/2021 2:47 PM

79

A more clear orientation timetable

10/28/2021 2:34 PM

80

The peer mentor programme is not very clear or monitored very well as some people I know
never even met their peer mentor and mine has been almost silent since the initial day we
met for orientation so maybe there needs to be more training given to them or perhaps more
accountability as I have needed to ask other students for a lot of advice about what to do
and where to go etc.

10/28/2021 12:19 PM

81

Sometimes there was a lot of information at once regarding orientation events from different
people. It got a bit overwhelming managing everything and checking at what time everything
was because it was sent by different people and over several different emails.

10/28/2021 12:03 PM

82

Fewer online aspects, more in-person

10/28/2021 6:54 AM

83

give each person her or his goodie bag because i didn't receive one

10/27/2021 8:22 PM

84

N/A

10/27/2021 3:34 PM

85

Better tour given my peer mentor , more chances to meet people from your course

10/27/2021 1:39 PM

86

There should be more opportunities for people to meet in an environment where no one is
left out

10/27/2021 8:45 AM

87

I think the orientation programme was excessively long. It should either be recorded( if it
wasn't already) or divided up into a few days.

10/26/2021 7:52 PM

88

make it more known to new students what is happening as I felt a bit lost

10/26/2021 12:49 PM

89

More social events to meet people More sports events

10/26/2021 8:22 AM
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90

Put more society events on the events calendar

10/25/2021 7:04 PM

91

Schedules should be affirmed and sent to students earlier because it's really hard to get
organised.

10/25/2021 5:31 PM

92

I would say more events during the Orientation Week, but I understand that because of
Covid, we weren't able to get the same experience that the years before us have had.

10/25/2021 4:24 PM

93

the way i see it the promise of meeting up with mentor kind of drives away any anxiety,
fears when actually gets to talk to someone live so i suggest that they should check how it
goes with volunteers.

10/25/2021 4:06 PM

94

It was so hard to find my orientation timetable!

10/25/2021 2:54 PM

95

Brightspace can be a bit overwhelming for new students - it's much more complicated and
detailed than applications used for communication and resources in secondary school eg.
Google Classroom, Edmodo. I think an in person lecture/seminar going through the
Introduction to UCD module at the beginning of the year would be so much more beneficial
and would make the app/website less daunting to first years.

10/25/2021 2:36 PM

96

I would make a checklist of things for students to do as emails are easily missed or
forgotten.

10/25/2021 1:16 PM

97

an easily accessible timetable to orientation

10/25/2021 12:56 PM

98

More info on IT and plagiarism

10/25/2021 12:23 PM

99

The timetable was a bit confusing at times

10/25/2021 12:11 PM

100

signing up to societies an sports clubs

10/25/2021 11:26 AM

101

In person orientation for incoming engineering students would have been nice, especially
since a few of the online events didn't take place.

10/25/2021 12:27 AM

102

Better signalling that the sports freshers were on. Because I didn't know.

10/24/2021 10:56 PM

103

More support for international students settling in and providing a clear overview of where
they can go to receive help when in need.

10/24/2021 7:41 PM

104

Peer mentor (didn’t reach out to me, never texted) Overall introduction to college formalities!
( grading…)

10/24/2021 5:57 PM

105

- have a similar idea as the sports expo for all the different societies -

10/24/2021 5:27 PM

106

I found that my peer mentor for orientation week was a bit quiet during the tour around
campus. maybe some sort of microphone or loudspeaker would be useful in that area?

10/24/2021 5:24 PM

107

My peer mentor tour was quite rushed

10/24/2021 5:19 PM

108

More clarity on certain aspects of the orientation timetabling.

10/24/2021 4:32 PM

109

More interactive and activity filled orientation week

10/24/2021 2:09 PM

110

Making the intro to UCD module shorter and more succinct

10/24/2021 12:51 PM

111

-

10/24/2021 12:40 PM

112

- better way to meet people in your course - teambuilding or get to know you kind of thing

10/24/2021 10:58 AM

113

Make a lecture about how to cite and reference part of orientation week as first years have
never done this before.

10/24/2021 10:25 AM

114

I’ve completly forgotten what the “Intro to Academic Integrity” and “Connecting Globally”
online modules were

10/24/2021 9:35 AM

115

More time to adjust to starting the academic year. Better scheduling for releasing the
timetables etc

10/24/2021 7:19 AM

116

Maybe on the tour you could see where certain buildings are that you have lectures in at the
start of the year to make it easier

10/24/2021 5:07 AM

117

More opportunities for support with subjects like physics and chemistry

10/23/2021 11:46 PM

118

tour could be better

10/23/2021 10:29 PM

119

Society stands at the Student Centre as well as Sports stands

10/23/2021 8:28 PM

120

More support for students. I felt very lonely

10/23/2021 7:45 PM
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121

more freshers events

10/23/2021 7:43 PM

122

everything was good!

10/23/2021 6:19 PM

123

Societies sign up in person

10/23/2021 5:57 PM

124

Social activities that promote integration among international students and Irish students.

10/23/2021 5:22 PM

125

Being able to trial a club/sport before paying for it.

10/23/2021 4:51 PM

126

Someone takes you in a small group of 5 or 6 to explain everything about the college, how
the course works, how to use brightspace, ucd connect, sis web, etc. and how to complete
registration and register for modules.

10/23/2021 1:47 PM

127

Maybe showing us where every building we will be going to for our course is like the
Daedalus Building.

10/23/2021 1:02 PM

128

The orientation website was a little bit awkward and difficult to find and use. It could do with
being easier to use and find

10/23/2021 12:53 PM

129

Clearer instruction for first years coming into ucd on what needs to be done and where
available supports are

10/23/2021 12:23 PM

130

None to state.

10/23/2021 12:04 PM

131

The chairs in the tutorial class are very hard to move because they don't have wheels. I
think this could be improved.

10/23/2021 11:50 AM

132

In person representation for societies

10/23/2021 10:28 AM

133

N/A

10/23/2021 9:40 AM

134

Well the majority of my events were held online and unfortunately there were technical
issues meaning there was ok ne vent which we coxuld actually go to this definitely needs to
fixed for next year. Also all my events were held (or meant to be held) in the latter part of
the week meaning by the time I found out about things like the sports expo they were
closed which has very frustrating

10/23/2021 9:39 AM

135

A few more “mandatory” or all inclusive freshers week events like a show for the whole year
or an organised get to know each other event for each course the week before classes
started would’ve been better in my opinion. I ended up not being able to go to a lot of the
fresher week events because they were held the same week lectures started and I was too
concerned with trying to figure out lectures and navigate campus life. The societies tent was
also quite underwhelming in my opinion. It would’ve been better if it was held the week
before lectures started.

10/23/2021 7:57 AM

136

Not much really!!

10/23/2021 12:56 AM

137

Don't make the tours as long

10/23/2021 12:09 AM

138

Ensuring that all Peer Mentors do get in touch with their students or that students know how
to get onto a tour with another peer mentor.

10/22/2021 10:57 PM

139

Many of my peers including myself found it hard to know exactly where to access all of the
information. The website is so large with so many different layers it's hard to know about
everything going on. For instance the New Student website I only found out whilst
discussing with my peers.

10/22/2021 10:20 PM

140

Maybe hard this year because of covid and I'm in a big course but I think more introduction
and interaction w peers in your own course during orientation would be better :)

10/22/2021 10:07 PM

141

Larger signage giving direction Have orientation event begin ealier

10/22/2021 9:39 PM

142

Welcome ceremony wasn't the best, watching a 10 min video of professors reading some
text hidden behind the camera is pretty boring.

10/22/2021 9:31 PM

143

As a student living on campus I would like to see more activities from Reslife after the
Orientation week

10/22/2021 8:41 PM

144

Having the tour around the whole of UCD

10/22/2021 8:14 PM

145

Active bystander course

10/22/2021 8:01 PM

146

There really should be organised events for first years, be it sports or workshops. I've social
anxiety so joining clubs or societies is quite difficult for me. It probably would've been easier
if there had just been an organised first year only week to meet people, even if it was before
term began, like in the summer.

10/22/2021 7:25 PM
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147

don't really have any suggestions

10/22/2021 7:24 PM

148

Website update and partially redisgned for greater ease of use.

10/22/2021 7:03 PM

149

Our oriantation videos didn’t work (engineering) so I feel that I missed out on that. Next year
hopefully that will be better

10/22/2021 6:31 PM

150

When meeting peer mentors on the tour can you tell them to at least wait 5-10 minutes. I
got left behind but was lucky enough to see them as I walked around

10/22/2021 6:13 PM

151

Not very detailed plans were announced

10/22/2021 5:19 PM

152

more activities to do

10/22/2021 5:14 PM

153

honestly, I think they should have better events like a bingo night or something, all the main
activities they had was the giant Jenga pieces and the free little goodie bags. I think more
hands-on activities would be brilliant... still enjoyed myself tho :)))))

10/22/2021 5:13 PM

154

Improve the events page. Often I would click on an event to know more and then it would
disappear, even though the event still occurred. It makes it hard to attend. Also have events
so students can meet their neighbours in their buildings.

10/22/2021 5:12 PM

155

the orientation programmes- quite hard to find when you supposed to be in, could be easily
missed

10/22/2021 5:04 PM

156

Sort out the room numbers in the science hub.

10/22/2021 4:50 PM

157

Having security closer to student accommodation, they are very present on campus but not
near residences

10/22/2021 4:35 PM

158

More detailed maps of bigger building e.g. O'Brien science building as it is extremely
complicated to orientate oneself on the first few days

10/22/2021 4:33 PM

159

In my opinion, orientation week met my expectations and was perfect the way it was.

10/22/2021 4:09 PM

160

a longer campus tour

10/22/2021 4:06 PM

161

Clear map/ directions online accessible from timetable

10/22/2021 4:04 PM

162

More events for getting to know classmates

10/22/2021 3:54 PM

163

A bit more support and presence of the tutors and lecturers on the first week

10/22/2021 3:35 PM

164

More library spaces

10/22/2021 3:32 PM

165

Actually list all the events that are on during a given week, instead of just a handful

10/22/2021 3:31 PM

166

Make sure everyone gets into their chosen courses and no one has to be excluded from
their courses due to a high demand for that course. Have services available to students. I
still don’t know if I can make an appointment to see a guidance counsellor or a doctor.

10/22/2021 3:30 PM

167

- send out information earlier

10/22/2021 3:15 PM

168

The registration process is very confusing when you are first coming in. If there could be a
video to watch to simplify the process; for example I didn't know that my elective would only
be available to take in the second semester, I wasn't sure how many courses should I
register for (ie; do I only register for 6 modules for the Autumn and then register for another
6 in the Spring or do I register for all of them straight away) didn't know what a tutorial was
vs a practical.

10/22/2021 3:09 PM

169

Using things like brightspace and the registration page are quite confusing when starting off.
You end up risking missing important info as it's a bit overwhelming. The emails on
brightspace also come in by the bucket load every day - almost spam like, only 1/10 are
actually important. Also maybe try and tell 1st years that most of society stuff is on
Instagram - otherwise you just have to hope to hear it from word of mouth.

10/22/2021 3:07 PM

170

put people on tours of the same course

10/22/2021 3:03 PM

171

For the most part the library experience is good but it can be tarnished when you go to sit at
your pre-booked seat and there is already someone sitting in it even though they didn't book
it. Sometimes it puts me off going to the library to study at all because you're left in such an
awkward situation to try and confront the person sitting in your seat in front of everyone.

10/22/2021 3:02 PM

172

More information about bright space, registering for modules and credits information. And
give this information sooner. Tell people where to access it because if it’s just up on some
website; how will they know?

10/22/2021 2:57 PM
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173

Have the peer mentors know more about where they are taking us/what we need to know

10/22/2021 2:56 PM

174

A tour that is more specific to your course that would show you what rooms you might be
using more

10/22/2021 2:53 PM

175

To include the whole campus on more events outside of college as well

10/22/2021 2:51 PM

176

To have more organised activities for specific courses to meet more people

10/22/2021 2:41 PM

177

show the buildings and rooms needed

10/22/2021 2:39 PM

178

More face to face activities.

10/22/2021 2:32 PM

179

Peer mentor tours of campus at a similar time to card collection time

10/22/2021 2:29 PM

180

Coordinate with societies more to have a comprehensive timetable of events

10/22/2021 2:23 PM

181

Extend the functional programming tutorial deadline, 2 hours maximum is ridiculous, this
isn't an exam.

10/22/2021 2:10 PM

182

More opportunities to meet others in your course

10/22/2021 2:09 PM

183

Maybe some social activities for the peer mentor groups, we kind of met up and then didn't
speak again, it'd be nice to start little social groups that you could bring into the first couple
of weeks.

10/22/2021 2:08 PM

184

Give out a map

10/22/2021 2:03 PM

185

It wasn't really clear or easy to understand when some modules are online or not.

10/22/2021 1:50 PM

186

Not much to comment on really.

10/22/2021 1:48 PM

187

It would be nice if the websites and links to all of the information were more intuitive and
easy to find.

10/22/2021 1:47 PM

188

More group activities beforehand

10/22/2021 1:45 PM

189

Have more events planned at different times throughout the day and evening.

10/22/2021 1:44 PM

190

May all the events be on the same timetable. Was a bit lost as some of the orientation
events are in real life and some are via zoom. Probably are organized by different
departments thus is a bit confusing.

10/22/2021 1:39 PM

191

A short pdf on bus etiquette - many people, although not just students have poor behaviour
on the bus - not giving up their seat to an old person or pregnant woman, standing and thus
blocking the aisle of the bus rather than sitting beside someone & blocking the
disabled/buggy area. A brief program about this, while most students will no doubt be
indifferent as most are to any sort of school program, it will help our students to stand out
from those of other colleges & will no doubt bring good press to the University.

10/22/2021 1:25 PM

192

As much in person Orientation as possible

10/22/2021 1:22 PM

193

Tour Leaders could speak more clearly directly to the people on Tour.

10/22/2021 1:18 PM

194

Many students slipped through the cracks in the first week, myself included. This needs to
be rectified.

10/22/2021 1:18 PM

195

More timetabled things where you meet students

10/22/2021 1:17 PM

196

The website was hard to navigate as many of the links didn't work

10/22/2021 1:14 PM

197

The IT module had some questions that behaved a little strangely( specifically the phishing
email section) when you go through the examples it will sometimes make you start over.
Not particularly a major issue but can cause quite a headache. Also you don’t actually have
to read any of the content on any of the introductory Brightspace module for it to say that
you’ve read, i.e you can just click through it without paying any attention.

10/22/2021 1:14 PM

198

Had difficulty opening some of the brightness links on safari on Mac, be sure to tell people
to use Google chrome app to stop this issue

10/22/2021 12:59 PM

199

Less complication and confusion in the online aspects

10/22/2021 12:58 PM

200

If there could be more events that allow you to meet people on your course. I found the All
access day very good. I’d love if there were more days organised in the same way. My peer
mentor didn’t email me until the day of meeting, and I didn’t have enough time to get onto
campus to meet and therefore missed the tour.

10/22/2021 12:58 PM

201

Registering for the modules was a bit confusing so I would have like more information on

10/22/2021 12:55 PM
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how to do that
202

Having second years as peer mentors is a good idea as they're close in age and remember
what it was like to be a first year, however they had only had their tour a week before us and
therefore that was not as useful as it could have been. I would also recommend sending the
orientation information to the students as it was difficult to find the timetable for each course
and the timetables were confusing.

10/22/2021 12:55 PM

203

The UCD website is old and not particularly intuitive.

10/22/2021 12:54 PM

204

More exposure of each event

10/22/2021 12:53 PM

205

I found trying to figure out bright space very confusing so if there was a demo of that from
other students/staff it would help

10/22/2021 12:53 PM

206

I think that the campus tour could be improved, ours felt a little bit rushed and unplanned.

10/22/2021 12:53 PM

207

Getting to meet up for often with your peer mentor group before lectures start, also
postponing class reps for the 2nd week of classes since for bigger courses it takes more
time to get to know everyone and organise voting.

10/22/2021 12:53 PM

208

Make it more obvious where events are

10/22/2021 12:53 PM

209

Extending the tour so that we could see the whole of UCD

10/22/2021 12:52 PM

210

Introduction into the different facilities ucd connect offers

10/22/2021 12:50 PM

211

Make sure the intro webinars actually work

10/22/2021 12:50 PM

212

More freshers events

10/22/2021 12:49 PM

213

1. Social events to meet people that aren’t society related or course related 2. Tour could
include more of an explanation about the naming system of each buildings classes

10/22/2021 12:49 PM

214

I think that there could be more sign posts to navigate the campus, as it is a very large
campus. The map given on the leaflet could also be adapted to be more easy to follow. I
also think an information leaflet with all the resources that students need could be handed
out( e.g if they need forms signed they would know where to go). Some of the societies
could also be promoted a bit more, as I found I didn't hear a lot about societies or clubs that
were not sports. :)

10/22/2021 12:47 PM

215

I never met my student advisor - could be improved

10/22/2021 12:44 PM

216

The zoom meetings in orientation week

10/22/2021 12:39 PM

217

A short videos quide how to use Brightspace

10/22/2021 12:37 PM

218

More in person events, allowing more notice before events began (I had to switch plans in
order to be able to attend my orientation day and it was slightly bothersome)

10/22/2021 12:36 PM

219

Streamlining the acceptance process. Having so many different things to do in so many
different places made ensuring i had everything I needed to have done completed before
coming to college very stressful

10/22/2021 12:35 PM

220

Bringing all the necessary info together in one place, rather than having to keep track of
multiple sources

10/22/2021 12:34 PM

221

I think there should a specific module for the library on Brightspace, it can be difficult to use
at first.

10/22/2021 12:32 PM

222

Peer mentors might be more involved ans there could be a greater offering of social events,
both course-specific and general

10/22/2021 12:32 PM

223

reducing the amount of time on the introduction ceremony

10/22/2021 12:32 PM

224

More sign posts for all the buildings to make them and their rooms easier to find because it
was hard to get around in the first week.

10/22/2021 12:32 PM

225

Explain the non academic activities that are available better as not much information was
given . show more places that are to eat at tour only showed main restaurant.

10/22/2021 12:30 PM

226

Briefer and more centralised information

10/22/2021 12:28 PM

227

- an easier guide for students who have never been on campus

10/22/2021 12:27 PM

228

I think the students website needs checking for bugs. Many of us couldn't actually access
the orientation timetable on it. I think for those of us who are doing DN200 Science, more
clarity is needed about stage 1 and stage 2 module selection. I feel like the 'No Preference'

10/22/2021 12:27 PM
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option is a bit of a scam, as we are expected to take the core modules of at least 2
subjects- most of us expected 1st year to be completely free with only the Calulus, Linear
Algebra and Scientific Enquiry being the online core modules and from there you can do
modules in anything you want- from computer science to biology. A workshop or lecture on
how to actually use citations and referencing notation in Word would be helpful.
229

If only richview was closer to the main campus🥲

10/22/2021 12:26 PM

230

Some society events were only advertised through social media so it was harder to keep
track of what was going on

10/22/2021 12:25 PM

231

bigger peer mentor groups to make it easier to make friend s before beginning lectures

10/22/2021 12:24 PM

232

A "get to know the whole year group" activity as I still know very few in our year.

10/22/2021 12:23 PM

233

Tour of campus should take time and show close to everywhere

10/22/2021 12:22 PM

234

Be mindful of mature student entry pathways for orientation time tables. Ensure clarity on
the programme induction expectations from day 1.

10/22/2021 12:21 PM

235

Wider selection of items in goodie bags

10/22/2021 12:21 PM

236

I know due to covid many events were not possible. However, I believe if the situation
allows it next year that maybe more social events can occur with the individuals in the
course. As this will allow many people get over the awkward stage of making new friends
that occurred for many this year. It would allow a student to easily adapt to their new
environment at UCD.

10/22/2021 12:19 PM

237

I think it would be good if there were events/activities where people could get to know
people in their courses

10/22/2021 12:19 PM

238

More clarity to what events were happening at certain times, maybe more organized events
that were easy to find, a lot of time was spent searching for something to actually do

10/22/2021 12:11 PM

239

Timetables were confusing

10/22/2021 12:10 PM

240

The campus tour didn't touch on anything the Peer Mentor was interested in so no sports or
societies mentioned

10/22/2021 12:10 PM

241

I think that it would be really helpful if the college organised some social events for freshers
instead of leaving it mostly up to the the societies (I am aware that this year may have been
a little different due to covid!). However, initially I found it quite difficult to meet some people
in my course as there was no course nights out organised. It is often very difficult for the
students to organise a course night when your course consists of 270+ people. I think it
would have been helpful if the college or either the school itself made an effort to try and
organise some social events during freshers for people to get to know a few! ;)

10/22/2021 12:09 PM

242

More free food/goodies and make registration for societies more clear

10/22/2021 12:07 PM

243

More social events for freshers week!

10/22/2021 12:06 PM

244

Better advertising of what is on when

10/22/2021 12:02 PM

245

more social events and fun nights needed as realistically this is how students bond and
socialise now. more security needed all over campus once it’s dark as it is not safe at night
here

10/22/2021 12:00 PM

246

N/A

10/22/2021 11:59 AM

247

Tour include inside of buildings and more events with heavier focus on socially engaging
with other first years

10/22/2021 11:59 AM

248

More social events in smaller groups

10/22/2021 11:59 AM

249

Our peer mentor started the tour early and left without a few of us, so we joined a different
tour.

10/22/2021 11:59 AM

250

More events to help get to know other students

10/22/2021 11:57 AM

251

I believe there should be a proper orientation especially for international students like
myself. I didn’t enjoy that aspect

10/22/2021 11:55 AM

252

more in depth guide for DN200, a lot of students were and are still confused about modules,
credits, and what modules they should take.

10/22/2021 11:53 AM

253

I hope the this COVD-19 will be reduced to the barest minimal by next year so that I can
hear my Lecturer speaking in the class without Face mask.

10/22/2021 11:52 AM
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254

Have all round more inclusive events - not the information or topic of the event, but allowing
more people to enter. I know with COVID this is currently not possible, but it would be good
for the future.

10/22/2021 11:51 AM

255

I think the only thing I would change would be removing the pandemic from the planet which
unfortunately, is not something UCD can do alone. The only other thing I might change
would be a bit more text or changing the current text explaining the module registration
process. I personally found it a bit confusing but figured it out with the help of a stage 2
student.

10/22/2021 11:49 AM

256

more peer mentor engagements, atleast once a week because at the start of the year
everything is confusing andd you dont know who to ask. A peer mentor should be checking
to see whats going on and how we are getting and not just at the start of the first week.

10/22/2021 11:48 AM

257

The treasure hunt

10/22/2021 11:47 AM

258

The registration for subjects was absolutely horrendous. The website and the actual subject
registration indicated two different tasks for the same thing, i was stressing because it said i
didn't have to choose any subject, only lab times for autumn, and it turns out that i can't
choose lab times ( they became available 1 week later) and also giving me the option to
choose subjects for the next terms without even knowing if those choices were permanent.
Not only that, but the zoom meetings for orientation did not go through because of technical
issues, and the recording only appeared a week later, after the registration was done. I
watched and read all of the content that was posted and yet i did not feel prepared at all.
Thank you for taking my experience into consideration.

10/22/2021 11:47 AM

259

Since I was with engineering, it would be nice if the online meetings had actually worked.
Other than that, brightspace and SISweb weren't ever really explained to us, unless that's
what we missed from those orientation meetings, but it would be nice for future entrants, to
have some sort of indication of what UCD's student systems are, in terms of assignments
and whatnot. I think I ended up knowing how to book a gym timetable slot, before knowing
how to find my timetable, which while at least you now know how effective you were at
informing us about the gym, I don't think that's the best order in which things should be
introduced. In reality, at minimum, an introduction of what brightspace and SISweb are, and
what we'll be using then for would be perfect, we can just find out about the rest as we
navigate the websites ourselves.

10/22/2021 11:47 AM

260

Tell us about the buildings off campus. I couldn’t find the newstead or the social work
building

10/22/2021 11:46 AM

261

The orintatation event timetables were confusing and it was difficult to attend anything due
to lack of knowledge because of this

10/22/2021 11:45 AM

262

The tour of the library

10/22/2021 11:42 AM

263

another lake👍

10/22/2021 11:41 AM

264

There was a lot of hype around it, but i didn't see why. There was a lot of hype especially
around freshers week but tbh it wasn't amazing

10/22/2021 11:40 AM

265

More specificity

10/22/2021 11:38 AM

266

Teach how to use library properly More activities rather than stands at orientation

10/22/2021 11:37 AM

267

I know because of Covid there was a lot of events that had to take place online. I found it
hard to meet people in the first few days if orientation

10/22/2021 11:36 AM

268

more events

10/22/2021 11:35 AM

269

Maybe include societies at the expo

10/22/2021 11:32 AM

270

organise nights out and stuff

10/22/2021 11:27 AM

271

I wasn’t made aware of some of the things going on such as the sports expo. Things like
that should be mentioned I believe to let students get more involved from the beginning.

10/22/2021 11:27 AM

272

Just getting peer mentors that want to help you and not feel forced to do the job!

10/22/2021 11:26 AM

273

Better campus tours that are more specific to each course

10/22/2021 11:26 AM

274

unsure

10/22/2021 11:22 AM

275

more activities, more social orientation

10/22/2021 11:21 AM

276

-

10/22/2021 11:20 AM
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277

Proper campus tour

10/22/2021 11:20 AM

278

More orientation activity.

10/22/2021 11:19 AM

279

I know it’s a tradition but I really don’t think people want scarves at the ceremony

10/22/2021 11:17 AM

280

Perhaps introducing a service or seminar/webinar that can inform students on how to
approach doing college work as it’s quite different from secondary school and the transition
between the two can be hard.

10/22/2021 11:16 AM

281

Better explanation of citing. Tour of entire campus.

10/22/2021 11:13 AM

282

The New Students website was a bit glitchy.

10/22/2021 11:13 AM

283

nothing

10/22/2021 11:12 AM

284

Do more events with peer mentors

10/22/2021 11:11 AM

285

Would like a more structured timetable and perhaps more events eg live music

10/22/2021 11:11 AM

286

Timetable registration earlier in the orientation

10/22/2021 11:11 AM

287

The orientation timetable for new students was difficult to navigate

10/22/2021 11:09 AM

288

More country-inclusive discussion on student loans/financial aid, maybe talks on
scholarship opportunities

10/22/2021 11:09 AM

289

provide students with better maps upon orientation to prevent us getting lost so much!

10/22/2021 11:08 AM

290

Better system to book for club sessions (specifically badminton)

10/22/2021 11:07 AM

291

🤷♂️

10/22/2021 11:07 AM

292

Do more in the peer mentor tour to get to know peers better.

10/22/2021 11:05 AM

293

It is very hard to find a classroom.

10/22/2021 11:05 AM

294

the UCD website links should be functional next year, right now most links i would've wanted
to use don't work

10/22/2021 11:03 AM

295

(COVID allowing) more activities based around meeting people and making friends.

10/22/2021 11:03 AM

296

I think shorten the online introduction videos and questions

10/22/2021 11:01 AM

297

The tour could be a bit more detailed

10/22/2021 11:00 AM

298

More activities

10/22/2021 10:59 AM

299

I believe the student desk can be improved

10/22/2021 10:58 AM

300

have someone run down the orientation timetable and need to know with us in person

10/22/2021 10:58 AM

301

I think there could have been more events held in person

10/22/2021 10:56 AM

302

More organized lecture notes and readings such as being uploaded on time

10/22/2021 10:56 AM

303

The orientation timetable could be more clear and easier to access

10/22/2021 10:56 AM

304

A definite timetable with starting dates and deadlines for registration, payments, etc. as
multiple conflicting emails can be overwhelming and difficult to navigate.

10/22/2021 10:56 AM

305

Have the opening ceremony in O’Reilly Hall

10/22/2021 10:55 AM

306

Cantine services: more microwaves

10/22/2021 10:54 AM

307

More events

10/22/2021 10:53 AM

308

Didn’t know anything about the orientation tent or what else was going on

10/22/2021 10:52 AM

309

Make the orientation more interactive. Have more "ice breakers" among students and Peer
mentors.

10/22/2021 10:52 AM

310

Perhaps a module like "introduction to ucd" but specifically focusing on the map of the
campus

10/22/2021 10:52 AM

311

The peer mentor tour should be showing you buildings you will actually be in for your
course.

10/22/2021 10:52 AM

312

I think smoking/vaping is a huge mess in the campus. Even though on the bins it’s written
that it’s a smoke free environment but I don’t think it is. No one even stops the students or

10/22/2021 10:52 AM
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whosoever from smoking and causes a lot of problems to the people like me who hate
smoking. Atleast make a smoking area as it just can’t be stopped in the whole campus. So
please kindly look into it
313

A bit more clarity on events, especially for incoming first years , perhaps emailing out
individual timetables

10/22/2021 10:51 AM

314

The tour could be more comprehensive.

10/22/2021 10:51 AM

315

The pee mentor tour was very short and dissatisfactory

10/22/2021 10:51 AM

316

More in person events

10/22/2021 10:51 AM

317

Better tour of the campus

10/22/2021 10:50 AM

318

The tour was lackluster.

10/22/2021 10:49 AM

319

Advertising events to encourage more people to attend

10/22/2021 10:48 AM

320

The freshers tent was extremely hard to find for me 😂 I don't know if I've just got a bad
sense of direction but it just wasn't signed at all even with all the hype on social media you'd
think thered be more signs towards it. Something to think about for next years freshers
activities. I missed out on the entire orientation bar the tour because I couldn't find it. Didn't
get a goodie bag, the UCD mask (which I really wanted) or even the damn pizza 😂 so just
more signage around freshers week I guess so next year's first years don't miss the
experience like I did just because they couldn't find it

10/22/2021 10:48 AM

321

More obvious emails about when and what’s happening Easier to read calender

10/22/2021 10:47 AM

322

More in person meetings with your course before actual lectures start

10/22/2021 10:47 AM

323

More notice about orientation dates and timetables published way ahead of time. Include
general campus orientation timetable or link to it in emails.

10/22/2021 10:47 AM

324

The campus tour, we never got to the Agnes McGuire building and it wasn't talked about or
on our maps so it was confusing trying to find it on my first day of classes.

10/22/2021 10:47 AM

325

The section for IT in the 'Introduction to UCD' module on BrightSpace

10/22/2021 10:46 AM

326

Thought everything was good

10/22/2021 10:45 AM

327

Have more clear information on individual residences like you’ll need induction pans for
village as an example

10/22/2021 10:45 AM

328

Perhaps more time could have been spent on the building where we would be for most of
our studies on the campus tour

10/22/2021 10:45 AM

329

I don’t have any

10/22/2021 10:44 AM

330

Make ucd connect/registration process more accessible. More information on elective
modules and tutorials. Dates for each academic week could be useful to have on the
academic calendar as well.

10/22/2021 10:44 AM

331

Just maybe a break on the day that there was a lot of online courses be completed

10/22/2021 10:44 AM

332

N/A

10/22/2021 10:43 AM

333

N/a

10/22/2021 10:43 AM

334

I arrived on campus very confused and not knowing what to do. An email or something
saying what to expect and what is most important to complete would have been helpful

10/22/2021 10:43 AM

335

No clue

10/22/2021 10:43 AM

336

More fresher events

10/22/2021 10:43 AM

337

A lot of stuff ran out before most people could get some

10/22/2021 10:42 AM

338

Possibly more student evens- I know there was cinema and other events but I think maybe
next year if Covid restrictions are gone hopefully, you could host some nighttime events

10/22/2021 10:42 AM

339

more events for first years to engage & connect

10/22/2021 10:41 AM

340

Dunno

10/22/2021 10:40 AM

341

Social events for stage ones

10/22/2021 10:40 AM

342

Better events, appropriately tailored services. Free Interlibrary Loans

10/22/2021 10:40 AM
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343

More clarity/help in choosing module slots in the timetable

10/22/2021 10:40 AM

344

shorter scarf ceremony

10/22/2021 10:40 AM

345

Peer mentors need a stricter vetting process. They never respond and left out a lot of
important locations during the tour.

10/22/2021 10:40 AM

346

The apps for UCD and Library have a tendency to freeze. Though that could be my phone. I
do find the library app a little difficult to navigate at times.

10/22/2021 10:40 AM

347

a proper tour and not just the basic 5 buildings, showing us where restaurants and shops
are, a social event etc

10/22/2021 10:39 AM

348

Every thing is fantastic

10/22/2021 10:39 AM

349

Nothing

10/22/2021 10:38 AM

350

better and more interactive new students website

10/22/2021 10:38 AM

351

Bigger peer mentor groups Ceremony involving all students

10/22/2021 10:38 AM

352

The range of activities may have been hampered by Covid

10/22/2021 10:36 AM

353

The events for all first years together, with Covid this year I think it messed up our ability to
meet as a year group instead of the individual peer mentor groups

10/22/2021 10:36 AM

354

I think it would be ideal to get first year students into the campus earlier to allow them to
familiarise themselves with the university. The campus is colossal and on my first day I
was extremely overwhelmed and this sorta slowed down the process of settling in. I would
also like the faculty to advise next years first years to encourage the students to wander
around the campus on their free time

10/22/2021 10:36 AM

355

more seats

10/22/2021 10:35 AM

356

More non academic activities in orientation week

10/22/2021 10:34 AM

357

Have uniform fitting time slots sorted instead of sending an email the day before

10/22/2021 10:34 AM

358

A guide for how zoom works.

10/22/2021 10:33 AM

359

Honestly I think it was perfect. It was a great experience.

10/22/2021 10:32 AM
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Q7 How did you find the following aspects of online registration?
Answered: 694

Skipped: 970

Accessing
online...

Confirming
your...

Navigating
through onli...

Completing
your persona...

Completing the
Careers survey
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Checking/paying
your fees

Selecting your
option modules

Reading your
timetable

0%

10%

Excellent

20%

30%

Good

EXCELLENT
Accessing online registration
Confirming your registration online
Navigating through online registration
Completing your personal information
Completing the Careers survey
Checking/paying your fees
Selecting your option modules
Reading your timetable

40%

Poor

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Didn't do it/not applicable

GOOD

POOR

DIDN'T DO IT/NOT APPLICABLE

TOTAL

36.31%
252

54.03%
375

9.22%
64

0.43%
3

694

33.29%
231

53.31%
370

13.40%
93

0.00%
0

694

24.21%
168

53.60%
372

22.19%
154

0.00%
0

694

33.43%
232

56.92%
395

9.65%
67

0.00%
0

694

25.79%
179

52.88%
367

8.50%
59

12.82%
89

694

28.39%
197

55.48%
385

13.11%
91

3.03%
21

694

23.05%
160

47.26%
328

18.30%
127

11.38%
79

694

42.94%
298

47.26%
328

9.80%
68

0.00%
0

694
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#

ANY FURTHER COMMENTS OR SUGGESTIONS?

DATE

1

there should be more information about when fees are due

11/6/2021 6:14 PM

2

Website can be unintuitive sometimes

11/6/2021 4:48 PM

3

MASSIVE errors in timetabling

11/5/2021 4:19 PM

4

Website is awful hard navigate. Would prefer to pay up front for accommodation as well.

11/5/2021 1:59 PM

5

Registration was confusing and unreliable. When certain tasks were completed registration
said they weren't.

11/5/2021 1:11 PM

6

difficulty understanding module registration, many others whom I've spoken to also had
difficulty

11/5/2021 11:32 AM

7

the timetable was a little confusing at first, so maybe some help with that would be good

11/5/2021 11:25 AM

8

Make the calculations for class credits easier to understand for students with learning
difficulties

11/5/2021 11:14 AM

9

Some students said that a glitch in the system would tell them that they are not fully
registered, even if they have provided all information needed

11/5/2021 10:54 AM

10

It ia important to show where to do all these things - as 1st year students, you receive so
many information the first week, you know you have to complete the registration but you
dont know how and where and many of us just stress about it and do not know where to ask
for help or how

11/5/2021 9:59 AM

11

Fees were incorrect for a large period of time and had to be corrected. Selecting modules for
a complicated programme such as science was challenging, not all Information seemed to
be available first hand. I was only lucky that I knew many people in 2nd year that could help
me.

11/5/2021 9:55 AM

12

Everything worked perfectly but online registration for modules fills up before you get the
chance to select

11/5/2021 9:46 AM

13

When I was confirming my registration, the website kept saying I had not completed my
personal info section- even though I had. I tried typing in my personal info again many
times, and they still said that not everything was complete. Please fix this.

11/5/2021 9:42 AM

14

There was no Guidance about having to select option modules

11/5/2021 9:38 AM

15

the timetable was very hard to read. a suggestion box at the side saying to use google
calendars or something would've been helpful

11/2/2021 12:00 PM

16

Timetable with an issue with one of the subjects (Spanish) - it says one room on
Brightspace but it is on another room. Another point is that I was always lost to find the
buildings, as their names are abbreviated and the Map sometimes stop working because of
the unstable wifi.

10/29/2021 2:50 PM

17

The timetables are difficult to read and I wish i had more of a say over certain timeslots for
classes as it has negatively affected my ability to work outside of college due to very long
days with large gaps in between classes.

10/28/2021 12:21 PM

18

It'd be nice to be able to choose which part of the fees you'd like to pay, rather than just
making a payment into the lump sum.

10/28/2021 6:56 AM

19

The ucd registration page is faulty. Although I had completed my timetable and filled in my
personal info, it still claimed that my registration was incomplete. The exact same thing
happened to my friend last year when they first registered. Any ambiguities or glitches in the
website should be remedied to avoid future confusion.

10/26/2021 7:56 PM

20

for students who come late, there should be an opportunity for them to select any module,
rather than very few options due to full modules

10/26/2021 8:06 AM

21

not much but would say it was a learning curve for me

10/25/2021 4:08 PM

22

There have been a few problems with my timetable (classes showing up that I should not
attend, lecture times wrong etc.), but most issues have been resolved so far.

10/25/2021 2:38 PM

23

Navigating through the online registration was very difficult and confusing for me, I found it
hard to see where I was going wrong or right

10/25/2021 1:18 PM

24

It is hard to navigate as I am someone who is not very good with electronics or websites
and I often don't know what I am supposed to do unless specifically told

10/25/2021 12:00 PM
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25

Maybe let students know that they cannot pay for things around campus by topping up their
Ucard

10/24/2021 10:58 PM

26

The time tabling was hard to follow. My peer mentor spoke me through it but I know several
people who’s peer mentors didnt and they found it very hard

10/24/2021 4:33 PM

27

Not too complex navigations during registration. Update YouTube videos because some
registrations may not be done sequentially as per the videos which may be confusing.

10/24/2021 2:13 PM

28

It kept saying I needed to update personal information but everything was there.

10/24/2021 12:53 PM

29

Due to a lack of clarity, I alsmost choose modules that would have made it impossible to
progress to stage 2

10/24/2021 9:36 AM

30

When picking modules i struggled with reading which modules I had to choose and which
ones were pre selected as well as my option module which was available to see but not to
choose until next trimester. It was really confusing so maybe it that was make a bit more
clear especially for stage 1 incoming students who’ve never done this before

10/24/2021 7:21 AM

31

Maybe make places in modules more available for those coming in after first round?

10/23/2021 3:52 PM

32

There was a technical difficulty where it had said I was not fully registered even though I
had, I connected student desk who confirmed my registration

10/23/2021 12:54 PM

33

I haven't been able to pay fees yet because of a delay at Registry updating my status to
part-time, which is a bit frustrating.

10/22/2021 10:58 PM

34

For DN200 I found selecting option modules quite confusing

10/22/2021 10:08 PM

35

I did not know when to pick modules, so reminders and simple info on the subject given
often on brightspace or email would be good.

10/22/2021 9:42 PM

36

Registration does not make it clear at all if you've sufficient information completed. I had to
go rooting through the website to see what fees to pay as on the registration it doesn't tell
you how much you need to pay. There should be a "first installment" option showing the
exact minimum amount that needs to be paid initially and state that the rest will be payed at
a later date. Also the module registration for next semester kept disappearing and
reappearing along with lab/ tutorial times. There should be a function stating that you've
filled in a sufficient amount of information for registration at this time, because I was unsure
of whether I had actually completed registration.

10/22/2021 7:36 PM

37

Be more clear where to pay for accommodation because I accidentally payed the rest of my
registration fee (which i was planning to pay in thirds) instead of paying for accomodation

10/22/2021 6:32 PM

38

I really liked being able to create my own timetable, and the option of having Friday’s off

10/22/2021 5:02 PM

39

Eventually got the hang of it, but was very confusing navigating through everything at the
beginning and the timetable was confusing at first until I got google calender

10/22/2021 4:26 PM

40

It wasn't quite clear at the start that some tutorials would not be on every week.

10/22/2021 3:16 PM

41

Please see previous comments

10/22/2021 3:10 PM

42

Registering to your options very much had to be figured out by yourself. I found it very
stressful and that I hadn’t enough information on the process or it’s implications

10/22/2021 2:59 PM

43

It was impossible to figure out how to pay fees

10/22/2021 2:03 PM

44

For an incoming first year a legend for the timetable would be useful since we don't know
what the abbreviations mean, e.g "Hub A - 2.49" made me think there was more than one
science hub.

10/22/2021 1:39 PM

45

The location of classes on the timetable is have some sort of code a at the end & it can be
a bit confusing. Rooms come up as "Sutherland School of Law L243-SUTH", "Agri/Food Sc
Centre G-24-AG" or "Newman Building Th.-L-ART". It would be more user-friendly to change
them to "Sutherland School of Law, Room 243", "Agri Sc Centre, G-24" & "Newman Bulding,
Theatre L" Respectively.

10/22/2021 1:30 PM

46

Shown how to navigate certain buildings (Science Building)

10/22/2021 1:23 PM

47

After I had completed my registration, sometimes when I opened my SISweb account, it
would say my registration was not complete. It definitely was complete, and it would fix
itself when I opened up the flagged section and closed it again. It was just concerning for
me when It kept saying It was not complete when I was 100% sure It was.

10/22/2021 1:17 PM

48

The personal details section refused to complete because no extension number was given,

10/22/2021 1:16 PM
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yet it still confirmed my registration as complete a few days later.
49

If there was a video explaining how to correctly register it may have been helpful because I
didn’t properly complete my registration until I heard from friends that I missed out on
certain parts eg registering for all tutorials

10/22/2021 12:54 PM

50

I filled it my personal details but it said I was not finished registration and that I still needed
to do that even though it was completed. I was a slight bit worried I had done something
wrong.

10/22/2021 12:54 PM

51

Modules filled quickly leaving me disappointed

10/22/2021 12:50 PM

52

If a module is core or without choice the registration could be done fully automatically

10/22/2021 12:50 PM

53

Was a bit difficult to know if I had properly registered for modules as the information given
was not clear. Some details filled in did not update very quickly and had to be re-entered
multiple times before they were registered.

10/22/2021 12:50 PM

54

Every person should get a specific list of everything they must do in order to be fully
prepared and ready for starting their course. Online registration as it’s stands is ridiculously
confusing and nothing is layes out clearly. We are bombarded with emails about countless
things we must do before starting at ucd. It would be so much easier to have it all layed out
in one place

10/22/2021 12:40 PM

55

After completing full registration the message "registration isn't fully complete" didn't change
change to completed, it was worrying and misleading, it would be great if the messages
updated accurately

10/22/2021 12:39 PM

56

My registration was complete but I got an email from the UCard saying my registration
wasn't complete which was confusing.

10/22/2021 12:35 PM

57

allow timetables on sisweb navigate by week. currently all modules show for all weeks and
to much information making it impossible to read.

10/22/2021 12:32 PM

58

For registration, the website kept saying I did not complete registration because I did not put
in my personal information. This was not true- I had already submitted all my personal info
and resubmitted it several times with no results. This needs to be checked over as there
could possibly be a bug causing this.

10/22/2021 12:29 PM

59

Sisweb is not fit for purpose. Address details requiring to be updated are not displayed. The
timetable is difficult to read and make sense of.

10/22/2021 12:22 PM

60

I didnt know about free fees

10/22/2021 12:10 PM

61

I've tried to confirm my personal details but it doesn't accept them

10/22/2021 12:08 PM

62

Sisweb sometimes doesn't register the fields that I have filled or acknowledge that I have
completed some forms. I still receive the emails and notifications I am supposed to though
so I think it works?

10/22/2021 12:01 PM

63

I don't know if it's been fixed yet, but there was a technical issue with registration, where we
couldn't put in our term address I believe, and that prevented me at least from actually
completing that part of registration. It still hasn't been fixed yet, but I've gotten an email
saying that it would be fixed in due time, so yeah, getting that sorted before the beginning of
the next college year would be pretty neat

10/22/2021 11:49 AM

64

Module selection UI is very poor, far too cluttered. Conflicting information from module
coordinators didn't help.

10/22/2021 11:46 AM

65

No

10/22/2021 11:20 AM

66

A little unclear for freshers

10/22/2021 11:11 AM

67

Had to go to each class on brightspace to configure our timetable

10/22/2021 11:11 AM

68

I didn't get any email/letter update on my free fee status application (having been charged
tuition fees as an Irish citizen who has lived here for 15 consecutive years) - clearer info
and communication on this could have prevented confusion and anxiety!

10/22/2021 11:10 AM

69

let me change how my name is spelled so it can actually be correct?

10/22/2021 11:01 AM

70

Sisweb and the UCD connect system is not well laid out and is difficult to use, especially
for people who have never used it before. Similarly, Brightspace is not well organised as a
platform

10/22/2021 10:56 AM

71

Not being able to view your timetable on a week by week basis makes it difficult to read

10/22/2021 10:55 AM
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what class/lab etc you have when
72

For those who have the susi grant, there should be an option to click when talking about
fees and then if the fees are not payed by susi then ask for payment.

10/22/2021 10:54 AM

73

Didn’t realise I had to select a minor subject wasn’t clear at all! Also complicated to pick
and choose modules

10/22/2021 10:53 AM

74

Time tables are terrible. They don’t line up with google calendars and don’t get updated
clases change.

10/22/2021 10:53 AM

75

Google calendar makes looking at your timetable very easy

10/22/2021 10:48 AM

76

Occasionally, the online registration would tell me that my registration is in complete, but
upon checking it, I have everything done... perhaps there is a bug or glitch?

10/22/2021 10:42 AM

77

Hard to understand timetable when you've never had one like that. Could be useful to have
explanation about what everything means.

10/22/2021 10:37 AM
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Q8 Many programmes provided "welcome back" events for continuing
students. Did you attend/participate in any Welcome Back events?
Answered: 356

Skipped: 1,308

Yes

No
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Yes

42.42%

151
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57.58%

205

TOTAL

356
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Q9 What was the most helpful thing about the Welcome Back
event/programme you attended?
Answered: 90

Skipped: 1,574

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

free goodies

11/8/2021 3:36 PM

2

Information

11/8/2021 8:50 AM

3

The online welcome back event held on Zoom was helpful to see and meet new lecturers
that would be teaching us over the coming year.

11/7/2021 9:13 PM

4

An opportunity to meet many of my classmates

11/6/2021 11:10 AM

5

Campus tour

11/5/2021 1:43 PM

6

The information provided, as I knew nothing about campus

11/5/2021 1:23 PM

7

The information provided about the college

11/5/2021 1:00 PM

8

the sports centre club information

11/5/2021 12:08 PM

9

The tour of the campus

11/5/2021 11:00 AM

10

The Campus Tour

11/5/2021 10:46 AM

11

the subject talks

11/5/2021 10:29 AM

12

Tour

11/5/2021 10:27 AM

13

More detailed information about using the campus.

11/5/2021 10:12 AM

14

It was informative as it gave more information about campus and societies

11/5/2021 10:00 AM

15

Meeting new people

11/5/2021 10:00 AM

16

Was not particularly helpful, no information was given that could not have been sent in an
email

11/5/2021 9:52 AM

17

The information about societies and campus

11/5/2021 9:49 AM

18

BEING INTRODUCED TO THE PROGRAMME TEAM IN PERSON

11/5/2021 9:47 AM

19

Getting to talk to people on my course

11/5/2021 9:44 AM

20

Get to know people

11/5/2021 9:43 AM

21

Meeting my year for the first time and getting to know people

11/5/2021 9:42 AM

22

School of Classics, welcome to campus in the classical museum

11/5/2021 9:37 AM

23

Dates on societies and sports

11/5/2021 9:36 AM

24

interaction with classmates for the first time.

11/2/2021 2:05 PM

25

information on exchanges and what happens in this stage plus further stages of the degree

10/31/2021 7:13 PM

26

The tour was useful as I didn't really know any other buildings on campus apart from the
science building and main library.

10/26/2021 11:10 PM

27

Got to know some new people as being online all of first year was hard to do that.

10/25/2021 3:45 PM

28

Informative

10/25/2021 11:22 AM

29

General Tour around college campus

10/24/2021 9:50 PM

30

information about studying abroad

10/24/2021 3:03 PM

31

Sports

10/24/2021 1:43 PM

32

The outline of the year

10/23/2021 5:46 PM

33

It was not particularly helpful

10/23/2021 2:17 PM
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34

A tour around the school

10/23/2021 10:47 AM

35

Provided insight into the structure of the course… was the same information as received
last year online!

10/23/2021 7:09 AM

36

Learn more about the school

10/23/2021 1:20 AM

37

Seeing the people in charge of the SU.

10/22/2021 11:48 PM

38

Free things & tour

10/22/2021 8:15 PM

39

Info on Covid restrictions

10/22/2021 7:44 PM

40

Made me settle in easier

10/22/2021 7:43 PM

41

The Campus Tour was very useful to learn the layout of the campus,

10/22/2021 5:39 PM

42

Talking to students and the student union team

10/22/2021 4:48 PM

43

tour of campus events to meet other students

10/22/2021 3:14 PM

44

The reassurance of care that would be provided for second years, the orientation tents on
campus if help was needed, social media posts for additional information and help

10/22/2021 1:45 PM

45

Getting to see the campus

10/22/2021 1:39 PM

46

Information about how lectures would be run

10/22/2021 1:33 PM

47

Didn't really gain much from it

10/22/2021 1:18 PM

48

An opportunity to speak to classmates in person for first time

10/22/2021 12:49 PM

49

Provide insight into program

10/22/2021 12:47 PM

50

Helped me get an idea of what the campus looked like now that I would be having in person
classes.

10/22/2021 12:47 PM

51

The talk conor mulvagh have for our course specific history &politics

10/22/2021 12:27 PM

52

Received notice early on so could organise the time to come

10/22/2021 12:14 PM

53

Campus tour !!

10/22/2021 12:08 PM

54

Gpa breakdown

10/22/2021 11:54 AM

55

Feeling involved and heard after lockdown

10/22/2021 11:46 AM

56

Meeting people face to face

10/22/2021 11:45 AM

57

Meeting staff in Art History, and learning about the art reading room. walking around the

10/22/2021 11:45 AM

campus I tripped and was sent by ambulance to hospital where I suffered a haemorage in
my eye.
58

It was just great to finally get on campus as I haven't been to UCD since I attended the

10/22/2021 11:43 AM

open day in fifth year.
59

10/22/2021 11:40 AM

Informing us on the year ahead

60

Free stationary and copies

10/22/2021 11:37 AM

61

Wasn't very helpful

10/22/2021 11:32 AM

62

getting to know what the buildings are usually for

10/22/2021 11:30 AM

63

I got to meet some of the people in my course and we got a campus tour and a welcome

10/22/2021 11:26 AM

pack.
64

name tags

10/22/2021 11:21 AM

65

Campus Tour

10/22/2021 11:20 AM

66

we were informed of the changes to our course

10/22/2021 11:20 AM

67

Introduction to stage 2 of programme

10/22/2021 11:19 AM

68

Talks in lecture halls helped with getting to know people

10/22/2021 11:07 AM

69

Meeting the people in my course

10/22/2021 11:02 AM

70

getting to meet all my coursemates for the first time!

10/22/2021 11:01 AM
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71

Nothing

10/22/2021 11:01 AM

72

Made you feel part of college

10/22/2021 10:57 AM

73

Seeing faces that I had only previously seen on zoom in real life

10/22/2021 10:55 AM

74

Tours from our first year peer mentor as we weren’t on campus in first year

10/22/2021 10:55 AM

75

Meeting classmates and knowing more about the modules

10/22/2021 10:53 AM

76

Campus orientation as we did not get to visit campus last year yet as second years you’re
expected to know you way

10/22/2021 10:53 AM

77

Actually meeting fellow peers in person

10/22/2021 10:52 AM

78

Meeting new people

10/22/2021 10:52 AM

79

The guided tours were a great help in finding my way around the school

10/22/2021 10:51 AM

80

I got a campus tour which was good because I hadn’t been on campus before

10/22/2021 10:50 AM

81

Meeting new people

10/22/2021 10:50 AM

82

Free stuff

10/22/2021 10:49 AM

83

The tent expo on sports and students Union. However a tent expo with societies would have
been very helpful

10/22/2021 10:46 AM

84

meeting my class in person…not just in pods of 12

10/22/2021 10:45 AM

85

The tour

10/22/2021 10:43 AM

86

Meeting people

10/22/2021 10:41 AM

87

.

10/22/2021 10:41 AM

88

They were fun and you got to get to know people

10/22/2021 10:41 AM

89

It helped show exactly what I was getting back to (last year I had to guess a lot because it
was all online) and it was good to see other students in my year

10/22/2021 10:40 AM

90

The reassurance from the university that they would attempt to do things as normal as you
can post lockdown

10/22/2021 10:37 AM
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Q10 How did you find the following aspects of online registration?
Answered: 624

Skipped: 1,040

Accessing
online...

Confirming
your...

Navigating
through onli...

Completing
your persona...

Completing the
Careers survey
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Checking/paying
your fees

Selecting your
option modules

Selecting your
elective...

Reading your
timetable
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EXCELLENT
Accessing online registration
Confirming your registration online
Navigating through online registration
Completing your personal information
Completing the Careers survey
Checking/paying your fees
Selecting your option modules
Selecting your elective modules
Reading your timetable

SurveyMonkey

GOOD

POOR

DIDN'T DO IT/NOT APPLICABLE

TOTAL

33.17%
207

58.49%
365

7.21%
45

1.12%
7

624

31.57%
197

57.53%
359

10.26%
64

0.64%
4

624

28.04%
175

59.13%
369

12.18%
76

0.64%
4

624

34.13%
213

58.97%
368

3.69%
23

3.21%
20

624

18.59%
116

47.92%
299

10.10%
63

23.40%
146

624

24.84%
155

56.41%
352

13.94%
87

4.81%
30

624

21.31%
133

52.08%
325

19.71%
123

6.89%
43

624

16.19%
101

45.19%
282

27.08%
169

11.54%
72

624

34.46%
215

50.16%
313

13.94%
87

1.44%
9

624

#

ANY FURTHER COMMENTS OR SUGGESTIONS?

DATE

1

There was an error in which one of the modules was marked as having free spaces but I
was greeted with an error message each time I tried to register. I notified the student desk
and relevant school about this. Also, some core option modules were already full even at
the start of my allocated registration time. It appears that some students may have been
disadvantaged by having a later start time than other students depite being eligible for the
same modules. Perhaps elective modules could all be allocated on a first-come, first-served
basis rather than being primarily randomly allocated.

11/8/2021 5:49 PM

2

Wasn't able to select all my tutorial slots when registration opened but it got fixed a few
days later

11/7/2021 9:40 PM

3

There should be ample spaces available on optional modules to account for incompatibles,
especially for people doing double majors. There should be more elective modules available
in Autumn

11/5/2021 5:16 PM

4

an exchange/internship option would be helpful for registration as i was told to leave my
semester 2 options blank as I'm going on erasmus then and my registration kept saying it
was not completed as i had not selected my semester 2 modules

11/5/2021 12:18 PM

5

By the time my slot came for me to register for my option modules, all of the ones I wanted
were gone. I understand that you have to find a system to ensure that the website doesn't
crash with thousands of 2nd years registering. However, would it not work if you designated
registration times by Stage + Course? That way all students might get a fairer chance to get
into the modules they want?

11/5/2021 11:11 AM

6

navigating and selecting some optional and elective modules was quite challenging as
timetable clashes with other modules. Although it was resolved after few days.

11/5/2021 10:58 AM

7

Allocation of random start times has put me at a disadvantage for two years now. I have
been unable to secure the option modules I desired as they well full at the time of logging
on. Absolutely disgusting on UCD part that I will be paying 16 grand to study here and I
can’t even select the modules I wanted because ‘it’s random’, this affected numerous
people in my course. We sent so many emails and nothing was done. We selected this
course based on the modules available, but when it comes to it we cannot do it? Through no
fault of our own??

11/5/2021 10:47 AM

8

make fees part of registration clearer and easier to use

11/5/2021 10:30 AM

9

It's really hard to filter/search through electives, like yes you can open them in new tabs and
check manually but it would be so much nicer if there were more search options like
online/blended/in person and types of assessment and so on.

11/5/2021 10:25 AM

10

This survey page should be sent out and closed within the first 2/3 weeks of term. I don't

11/5/2021 10:23 AM
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really remember after that date.
11

All modules and electives I was interested in we’re full by the time I was given to register. I
had to email the module coordinators to let me into the classes.

11/5/2021 10:15 AM

12

There was issues with my registration as I was registered for two separate 5 credit modules
when we should have only been registered for one. Also, there is an issue with my fees. I
paid my fees in full, but now they have changed and it says ucd owe me money

11/5/2021 10:14 AM

13

The allocation of times is not fair. Two years in a row I was in the last group to choose
classes and all the classes I wanted were full by 1 pm. I kept getting told allocation was fair
when it absolutely isn't. If it was fair I would not have been last two years in a row.

11/5/2021 10:14 AM

14

found it difficult to navigate the electives available to me

11/5/2021 10:01 AM

15

Please add more filters when it comes to choosing electives, that would save a lot of time
and energy

11/5/2021 9:41 AM

16

Try to ensure there is equal chances for each student to get elective modules. Getting a
time slot after most of the other students leaves you with electives that you may feel are
irrelevant to your degree courses.

11/5/2021 9:39 AM

17

The timetable on both sis web and google calendar was not as accurate as previous terms.

11/5/2021 9:37 AM

18

The UI on ucdconnect feels a little confusing in the beginning and throughout the
semesters, not as user friendly as one would like. Also the timetable could also uso some
touching up in the same way. Module registration is a whole new ordeal on its own, some
more explanation on the system of how many credits when and how could be useful and
less confusing, same applies to the UI.

10/31/2021 7:02 PM

19

timetable - notice should be provided that practicals arent on timetable until week 2/3

10/30/2021 9:00 PM

20

Answered "poor" for fees as it would be helpful to have payment schedule and the 1/3rd
payment explained in the breakdown instead of going on a hunt for it.

10/27/2021 10:48 PM

21

Some places fill up fast causing disappointment on not being able to register for certain
modules. In law with Programmes alot of option modules conflict with the time table for core
law modules needed for the legal profession, resulting in opting for modules out of my
interest area.

10/27/2021 7:40 PM

22

Could make some changes to the careers survey as same as previous year and there have
been some changes with my timetable that some lecturers have not been great at
communicating to us.

10/27/2021 3:35 PM

23

Timetable on sisweb does not correlate at all with module timetables given at the start of
term.

10/25/2021 8:03 PM

24

Registration can be a bit confusing at times it would be helpful if there was more elaboration
for eg, I study Modern Languages and had to choose what languages to major in in 2nd
year- we were not really informed that that was going to come up

10/25/2021 3:47 PM

25

Inconvenient that labs and tutorials don't show up on the timetable for a few weeks

10/24/2021 10:53 AM

26

Options and electives for final year medicine looks really weird. I'm still not 100% sure if I've
actually completed registration...

10/23/2021 11:21 PM

27

It would be nice if there was an easier way to see where a room was e.g. on a map

10/23/2021 8:14 PM

28

Lower fees

10/23/2021 8:10 PM

29

Timetable confusing regarding tutorials and lectures. Fees need more breakdown

10/23/2021 4:56 PM

30

Some lecturers make changes to the timetable. Would be nice if SISWEB could update
accordingly

10/23/2021 3:44 PM

31

Online portal is horrible

10/23/2021 1:24 PM

32

Due to being given one of the last registering slots, I did not have much choice in module
selection and thus could not enrol in my preferential modules. This was disappointing asl
last year I also had the same problem with rgistration.

10/23/2021 12:52 PM

33

Timetable is inaccurate, especially week numbers, as well as the tutorial/lecture/seminar
colors. Online registration doesn't mark as complete even when a section is completed.

10/22/2021 11:51 PM

34

The Registration for Modules was broken so I cannot actually complete registration

10/22/2021 10:40 PM

35

Sometimes needs to be clearer on what I’m supposed to be doing module wise like what

10/22/2021 10:21 PM
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credits i need for what etc
36

Very difficult registering to some modules, emailed loads of offices and one school never
even replied to a query I sent.

10/22/2021 9:38 PM

37

allow us to 'favourite' the timetable specifically to infohub. Now the only option is to favourite
My Registration, and from there the timetable is another click away.

10/22/2021 9:23 PM

38

There were a lot of clashes with brightspace and SisWeb timetabling

10/22/2021 8:26 PM

39

Almost impossible to get advice or support from the program office , not all questions can
be answered be email , particularly if it is an unusual question . Also takes far too long to
get a reply and then not all questions answered . This system is not working

10/22/2021 7:48 PM

40

Not impressed the SU levy was still charged even though we weren’t on campus at all

10/22/2021 3:56 PM

41

It was not an option to confirm registration prior to the opening of module registration which
caused a lot of stress and confusion for students who had been told they must confirm
registration to be able to select modules

10/22/2021 3:40 PM

42

This survey is weighted positive result - two positive responses, only one negative. This will
skew responses into an inaccurate positive response. You also have no neutral response.
Electives system was awkward to use and repeatedly showed modules I could not use
despite ticking to hide full modules and modules that clash. It would be better if you could
filter by: clashes with lectures, clashes with things I can move (labs/lectures etc), level of
module (level 1, 2, 3, 4 etc), assessment style (mcq/essays/continuous assessment),
method of delivery (online/in person). Please also make a system for looking through
modules with the same features that isn't accessed via registration so that we can look at
available options when we aren't under time pressure to pick something before it fills up. I
also had some issues this year where the system allowed me to pick modules and
labs/tutorials that I later found out were clashing.

10/22/2021 3:35 PM

43

all of the core options and modules clashed for my autumn trimester and the system would
not let me pick any business related electives for the trimester

10/22/2021 3:16 PM

44

The allocated times to register could be a fairer system so that all students at some stage
get to register first. The later the time the less options especially with electives. Also the
electives should cut off registering for them when they are full rather than been refused the
module a couple of days before beginning semester and having to choose again.

10/22/2021 2:39 PM

45

I transferred from first year science to medicine and I felt that the transferring process was
really difficult with very little information given to me. I had to go through multiple student
services, academic advisors and module coordinators to make sure I was fully registered
and that my timetable was fixed and I felt that the process could have been a lot easier if
more information was given to transfer students. I also didn't get a peer mentor, even though
I was starting in a completely new course and I felt that I missed out on a chance to meet
some of my classmates and ask any questions I had, so I would recommend that transfer
students in first year also get a peer mentor even if it isn't technically their first year in UCD.

10/22/2021 2:02 PM

46

had a few problems with registration (re cores/options) as taking erasmus module this
trimester but thankfully got it sorted with help from the science office

10/22/2021 1:43 PM

47

The elective places allocation process could be improved because it is very stressful being
told you didn't get a place then only having a short time to find another elective

10/22/2021 1:20 PM

48

The SISweb timetable does not accurately reflect the real timetable so we are sent weekly
updated timetables from the stage coordinator.

10/22/2021 12:51 PM

49

Need to make it easier for Erasmus students I am going away next semester and allocation
of credits was very confusing

10/22/2021 12:49 PM

50

I was late choosing my modules because i thought I'd get an email about it but i didn't
because I never got an email reminding to register for the next stage at all

10/22/2021 12:44 PM

51

Would be helpful to be able to filter elective modules by stage.

10/22/2021 12:30 PM

52

Elective module requirements, credit wise, need to be clearer

10/22/2021 12:14 PM

53

I can only do 11 modules this year as i did 13 last year, i was unaware that i did something
wrong and passed all my modules. i am still not completely registered this year so far

10/22/2021 11:47 AM

54

Put in lab/tutorial timetables sooner since some labs started in week 1. Allow students to
register themselves to available lab/tutorialslots to prevent clashes in timetable.

10/22/2021 11:44 AM

55

None

10/22/2021 11:39 AM
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56

Google calendar not syncing with sisweb calendar

10/22/2021 11:37 AM

57

It's very tricky to try and find electives that fit into timetable without reconfiguring other
modules. It's also hard to see what the timetable actually looks like when there's a lot of
labs that only occur twice during the semester

10/22/2021 11:33 AM

58

Random allocation of times meant modules were full before I even got to register.
Completely unacceptable.

10/22/2021 11:32 AM

59

A constantly updated course wide timetable would be nice to have and clear up the constant
confusion of if your tutorial or lab is today and if ur in the group or not. Would make life
easier

10/22/2021 11:26 AM

60

I am a Law with Irish 4th year student (course no. DN600), however, I wished to choose an
elective from one of the Irish langauge modules the School of Irish, Celtic Studies and
Folklore provides. But I couldn't find and of those modules via the electives tab/when
selecting my electives. Other people doing the BLC Law with Irish degree couldn't find them
either. We had to ask the Irish School to manually register us. Could this be sorted for the
future? The Irish language modules I was looking at were: IR20050 IR20210 IR20220
IR20240 IR30100 IR30200 IR30370 IR30410 IR30420 and IR30450

10/22/2021 11:16 AM

61

The information required for modules needed for further progression to a particular stream
are spread out and make determining required modules difficult. Also, the listing of filled
elective modules when trying to select modules was frustrating.

10/22/2021 11:12 AM

62

The random allocation system of online registration times is incredibly unfair. In my
particular degree, last year we were unable to pick option modules as they clashed with our
core modules. Then this year the year below us all received earlier times for registration and their cores did not clash with the said option modules. I am in final year therefore we
never had the opportunity to sit these modules. If a random allocation is to still exist I
recommend prioritising final years. I also recommend that if you are to provide option
modules as part of a degree that these should not be clashing with cores. If you anticipate
they will just please remove it from the degree for the year and reflect it on the webpage.

10/22/2021 11:10 AM

63

Very unfair that students within the same Course and year are given differing Registration
time slots. Those with later slots are disadvantaged and limited because popular Option and
Elective Modules are already full.

10/22/2021 11:09 AM

64

It can be tricky in advance to see the full amount of courses available as an elective

10/22/2021 11:07 AM

65

Did not have a good choice of electives as we were registered after other courses (BAFS
Stage 4)

10/22/2021 11:04 AM

66

The option module selection is not fair specifically to those who’s time to register is later on
in the day. There was not any modules that had practical work left by the time the day
ended and some of those who were able to select the practical modules had already done a
practical module whereas the ones who were not able to do a practical module have never
done one. It is not fair as those who did not get a practical module and has not yet are
expecting to do some practical work from a course that in a way relies on it to find a job
after graduation.

10/22/2021 11:01 AM

67

If you could search for electives based on the day of the week they are held that would be
very helpful.

10/22/2021 10:57 AM

68

The process for most of above did not work for most medical students

10/22/2021 10:56 AM

69

Some of my lectures are planned to have some online classes which is shown on the
individual module timetables given by the coordinators but when I look on google calendar
the online class is shown to have an allocated lecture room on campus. It is hard to
remember every module and if each class is going to be online or in person, stating this on
google calendar would be helpful.

10/22/2021 10:56 AM

70

No women- women health class taught in 2000 modules 🌚

10/22/2021 10:55 AM

71

21/22 fee payment was delayed in coming through. When I was registering it still said 20/21
fees and they were fully paid. Module selection was limited because I was randomly
allocated a later starting time.

10/22/2021 10:53 AM

72

I do not know in what order the registration is given, but I have good Stage 1 grades and I
did not have many choices for electives and laboratories because by the time I was able to
enter registration the majority of the slots were already taken. In addition I had to ask to be
placed in a elective because the system did not let me register because it overlap with one
lab even though the elective was entirely online, so it did not had any sense as the elective
schedule did not matter.

10/22/2021 10:53 AM
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73

Hi, thank you for undertaking this survey. Most of what I would have to say is positive,
however the problem(s) with Registration seem to come when there is even the tiniest
deviation from a straightforward Registration. The issues around resolving any problems
continue, even when you contact the Student Desk, or Registration Section by email;
though people do try to help, but cannot resolve the outstanding issue(s), such as in my
case where even though I have progressed to Stage 3, it still says on my documents and
the site ' not progressed from Stage 2', you are told 'that's just the way the system is'. I
cannot be the only student who has had to take time out for serious illness and undertook
some Stage 3 modules in one year, but carried others to the next academic year? As I said,
don't want to be too negative, but it would be nice to be able to have ones record correct
and up to date. Rather than a system which appears neither to allow for any deviation or
provide UCD staff with the ability to resolve issues and correct students academic records.
Thank you.

10/22/2021 10:52 AM

74

I’m a 2nd yr nursing student…we’d to choose lab times, but seeing as our labs are all on the
same day & either from 9-11/1-3/3-5, I feel like it’d be so much easier if they were pre
assigned like in 1st yr. If students had a major issue with their time then they could request
to get changed.

10/22/2021 10:51 AM

75

Online registration should be available earlier in August and labs and tutorials should be
added at least one week before the academic year starts

10/22/2021 10:49 AM

76

Mother of divine for 17k fees I would like a proper timetable. I have spent two days at the
beginning of each term compiling a proper timetable from various pdfs provided on bright
space by different module coordinators. These are all in different formats, and scattered
around different folders with no consistency. One lecturer didn't even provide a timetable for
the full term. Relying on sisweb is not possible for example was scheduled a tutorial in law
building but nope wasn't there. A different timetable on brighspace. GEMs are paying large
fees, and have huge financial constraints we need to know early on and with accuracy what
our hours are so we can schedule work. And another thing - to not be able to get a seat in
the library to study when we are being dragged on campus for things that could absolutely
be held online is ridiculous. We are being brought in to watch videos or do oral tutorials but
18 months in and we have had almost zero actual clinical education bar talking about how it
happens. The first time we actually have something we have to share a catheter amongst
10 of us, told not to use lubricant etc. To have an "airway" tutorial with no airway
mannequin? Really disappointed I didn't choose RCSI.

10/22/2021 10:48 AM

77

Exploring pandemics sociology module was cancelled with no reason and then when we
logged back in to pick another module , a lot of them were full

10/22/2021 10:47 AM

78

I couldn’t pay my fees until less than a week before the trimester started, it would have
been helpful to have been able to pay sooner

10/22/2021 10:44 AM

79

I could not register on my start time as there was a technical issue on UCD’s side, my
emails were not answered for over an hour, can you imagine the stress as a final year
student trying to pick modules, no apology, the usual UCD. My fees were also 500€ more
than they should have been. I went to the student help desk but of course they’re closed for
in person walk-ins because of covid. Everything else is able to open and students are being
thrown into lecture halls sitting on each others’ shoulders but yet the students help desk
wasn’t there to help. Had to be done online, complications but again no apology for the fact
that I was overcharged

10/22/2021 10:44 AM

80

AUTOMATED START TIMES ARE GROSSLY UNFAIR. If you are going to proceed with
this system, you should ensure students who received a late start time the year before
receive an early one the year after.

10/22/2021 10:37 AM

81

I found that it took a while for my fees to actually appear, which meant I was unsure what I
had to pay

10/22/2021 10:35 AM
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Q11 Are you already aware that you may be required to pick an Elective
Module in January?
Answered: 692

Skipped: 972

Yes
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692
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Q12 Have you already begun thinking about what Elective Module you
would like to do?
Answered: 570

Skipped: 1,094
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Q13 Please rate the following sources of information about Elective
Modules:
Answered: 1,144

Skipped: 520
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page
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TOTAL

16.70%
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79
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1,144
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9.09%
104
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Q14 The UCD Mobile app provides UCD information and services on
your phone or other mobile devices. If you use it, what do you think
about the following features?
Answered: 1,195

Using the
Student Desk...

Finding
information ...

Finding social
events

Accessing
Brightspace

Booking gym
time-slots
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Using the map
of the UCD...
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5.27%
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11.05%
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1,195

11.13%
133
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160
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30.04%
359
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7.11%
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336
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58.58%
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1,195

11.30%
135

24.85%
297

13.31%
159

50.54%
604

1,195

#

WHAT ELSE WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE ADDED TO THE APP?

DATE

1

no

11/7/2021 10:31 PM

2

a shortcut to the timetable

11/7/2021 4:06 AM

3

live wait times for queues at places like Centra, UCD restaurant etc.

11/6/2021 11:13 AM

4

more social events

11/6/2021 12:50 AM

5

Having a way to search a particular destination on the map and it give you directions from
where you are would be amazing

11/5/2021 9:00 PM

6

In-app services rather than website redirects

11/5/2021 4:20 PM

7

Just make it easier to navigate/ add more information to everything

11/5/2021 2:34 PM

8

If the map could use your current location and get you to the building you’re looking for I
think it would be really helpful for first year students

11/5/2021 12:34 PM

9

Didn't realise that there was one.

11/5/2021 12:08 PM

10

place to have all supports available to students and what services each offers

11/5/2021 12:02 PM

11

Deadlines for each society

11/5/2021 11:33 AM

12

Booking library seats

11/5/2021 11:03 AM

13

Library booking if it is here long term

11/5/2021 10:47 AM

14

Calendar that syncs all your deadlines

11/5/2021 10:31 AM
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15

I do not use the app that much. Almost everything on the app is just a webpage shortcut
that takes you to a webiste, really poorly designed, this could be a lot better and people
would actually use it for practical uses. I simply skip that step and search what I want
myself or use a third party such as Google calander or the actual Brightspace app.

11/5/2021 9:58 AM

16

Library slots available

11/5/2021 9:46 AM

17

Please improve the map. I would like the map to act more like Google Maps, as in showing
us where we are in relation to the map.

11/5/2021 9:43 AM

18

Sometimes the brightspace app does not work and this can be highly inconvenient for
students.

11/5/2021 9:41 AM

19

Sisweb, wellbeing

11/5/2021 9:41 AM

20

Images of buildings

11/5/2021 9:38 AM

21

More info on sports games

11/1/2021 12:05 PM

22

quick top up of ucard

10/30/2021 9:01 PM

23

Some information is easily accessible, whereas other info is hard to track down sometimes,
like finding certain events.

10/28/2021 12:22 PM

24

student planner

10/25/2021 4:16 PM

25

Booking tables in the clubhouse

10/25/2021 1:19 PM

26

Spots in the city that are popular student venues for nights out

10/25/2021 12:58 PM

27

I have to manually log into the app everytime I use it. If the app saved my details that would
be great

10/25/2021 12:52 PM

28

pictures of the places, how to get to places within the buildings, what the building has

10/25/2021 12:01 PM

29

Niteline, maybe

10/24/2021 11:00 PM

30

List of places where students can spend their free time alone or with friends

10/24/2021 2:24 PM

31

online student union shop openings and orders for pickup.

10/24/2021 2:14 PM

32

-

10/24/2021 12:41 PM

33

Schedule of society events

10/24/2021 10:28 AM

34

Inside map of buildings

10/23/2021 11:52 PM

35

ATMS

10/23/2021 9:34 PM

36

booking the gym time slots was difficult since everyone refreshed a minute before hand

10/23/2021 12:53 PM

37

Map feature should show you where you are to help you orientate yourself when finding
where you need to go.

10/23/2021 12:50 PM

38

More help navigating the campus

10/23/2021 8:24 AM

39

A more user friendly layout like the library app. Also a lot of the links don’t work.

10/23/2021 7:59 AM

40

A simple question and answer form of some sort , for the simple questions that someone
would have at the start of term

10/22/2021 7:53 PM

41

Maybe things like menus form certain restaurants as it can change (e.g pi)

10/22/2021 4:28 PM

42

How do drop out section

10/22/2021 3:32 PM

43

Quick access to sis web timetable Map of water fountains

10/22/2021 3:17 PM

44

Gym time slots seem to be booked out so quickly.

10/22/2021 3:17 PM

45

app is not very clear/laid out at times

10/22/2021 3:16 PM

46

App seems slow, not very intuitive. It's actually easier to just use the website than use the
app. What would be AMAZING for a 1st year student is to be able to input the room number
for your modules and the maps to direct you (like a google map once you turn on your
location)

10/22/2021 3:14 PM

47

Drinking fountain locations

10/22/2021 3:08 PM

48

Library study seats booking

10/22/2021 2:47 PM
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49

library seat booking app difficult to use on phone

10/22/2021 2:30 PM

50

Booking a gym slot via the app is a joke. No matter how hard I tried to do it not once did I
get in. Mature students are totally forgotten about when it comes to social events.

10/22/2021 2:08 PM

51

A timetable feature that doesn't make you log in to sisweb so that you can check it much
faster between classes.

10/22/2021 2:05 PM

52

Where the lectures hall are located i.e science hub c-h2.22SCH, what floor and which side
of the building

10/22/2021 2:03 PM

53

Not much.

10/22/2021 1:53 PM

54

I don't use the app.

10/22/2021 1:48 PM

55

google calander for your timetable

10/22/2021 1:46 PM

56

User interface could look better and have better interactions.

10/22/2021 1:08 PM

57

The UCD mobile app seems as if it wasn't made for mobile and is annoying to use.

10/22/2021 12:57 PM

58

A search bar

10/22/2021 12:55 PM

59

Maps of the inside of buildings

10/22/2021 12:55 PM

60

Easy library booking

10/22/2021 12:50 PM

61

Add the names of the pitches and individual classrooms

10/22/2021 12:37 PM

62

Brightspace and sisweb should be integrated into the app, the app is kind of pointless as it
only redirects you to different websites

10/22/2021 12:36 PM

63

Accessing the map through the app is very difficult as whenever you go into it, it brings you
back out after 1 minute or so. It is also very basic. I would it like to be more like Google
maps- being able to actually show your current location, directions to a specific section of a
building, MULTIPLE FLOOR PLANS maps- the ground floor is not enough. We need to find
classrooms in higher floors as well.

10/22/2021 12:34 PM

64

I don’t know but the brightspace app barely works on my iphone…

10/22/2021 12:27 PM

65

timetable in the app without having to open cisweb

10/22/2021 12:26 PM

66

Link to society pages and library bookings

10/22/2021 12:26 PM

67

The map doesn't contain certain names for buildings, rendering it useless 50% of the time

10/22/2021 12:23 PM

68

Booking the gym is ridiculous. useless system

10/22/2021 12:05 PM

69

Functionally I think it does everything it needs to do. If anything I would work on design;
adding some little animations, maybe a common theme or look. I think it would make the
app more appealing and maybe increase the number of people who use it regularly.

10/22/2021 12:05 PM

70

For everything to be on the app and not just bring you to the website

10/22/2021 11:59 AM

71

better and more friendly user interface, and for the app to have more features and not just
redirect you to the UCD website to access something.

10/22/2021 11:56 AM

72

specific room numbers

10/22/2021 11:49 AM

73

The app needs a complete rework, it is a running joke among all students how terrible it is.

10/22/2021 11:47 AM

74

Offline map, and interface update

10/22/2021 11:46 AM

75

Permanent login option so SISweb/Brightspace are always logged in. Somewhere to
show/save timetable without having to access SISweb

10/22/2021 11:35 AM

76

due dates/deadlines

10/22/2021 11:23 AM

77

An interactive map that shows directions. It would be super helpful if you could also search
the location of particular rooms or services within a building or have a list of what services
can be found in each building.

10/22/2021 11:14 AM

78

account to access timetables

10/22/2021 11:13 AM

79

Ability to get to timetable quicker.

10/22/2021 11:07 AM

80

It would ge great if there will be maos for each building to show where the rooms are
located.

10/22/2021 11:05 AM
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81

i use it to access library booking.

10/22/2021 11:04 AM

82

the brightspace pulse app is way better

10/22/2021 11:00 AM

83

All the features of the website so that it doesn’t just serve as a shortcut to it

10/22/2021 10:58 AM

84

News page

10/22/2021 10:57 AM

85

The ability to check your timetable etc

10/22/2021 10:55 AM

86

I think it’s pretty good for now

10/22/2021 10:55 AM

87

I'd prefer if all UCD apps were compiled into one. Having to download a different app for
different things i.e. Library, Pulse/Brightspace, UCD, is a bit confusing.

10/22/2021 10:55 AM

88

Gym slots are impossible to book because they’re filled out within seconds

10/22/2021 10:53 AM

89

Easy access to the Key Dates calender

10/22/2021 10:51 AM

90

Ability to top up ucard

10/22/2021 10:46 AM

91

I don’t have the app

10/22/2021 10:45 AM

92

directions & navigation to destination

10/22/2021 10:42 AM

93

Dunno

10/22/2021 10:41 AM

94

more comprehensive map

10/22/2021 10:41 AM

95

Ucard available directly from our phones

10/22/2021 10:37 AM

96

how busy the canteen is

10/22/2021 10:37 AM
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Q15 How did you find these other ways that we provide information?
(Links will open in a new window)
Answered: 1,195

Skipped: 469

Emails from UCD

Current
Students...

Online guides
and videos

0%

10%

Excellent

20%

Good

EXCELLENT
Emails from UCD
Current Students Website
Online guides and videos

30%

40%

50%

Poor

GOOD

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Didn't use

POOR

DIDN'T USE

TOTAL

WEIGHTED AVERAGE

40.00%
478

51.38%
614

6.03%
72

2.59%
31

1,195

1.71

16.40%
196

46.11%
551

7.36%
88

30.13%
360

1,195

2.51

17.66%
211

42.93%
513

6.78%
81

32.64%
390

1,195

2.54

#

ANY FURTHER COMMENTS OR SUGGESTIONS?

DATE

1

no

11/7/2021 10:31 PM

2

brightspace emails clutter up your email

11/7/2021 9:52 PM
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3

The amount of emails sent every day can be overwhelming.

11/6/2021 11:15 AM

4

We should be told about arrangements for in-person learning well in advance of the
semester starting so we have time to look for affordable student accommodation, as UCD's
on-campus accommodation is NOT affordable. Module registration is far too late for us to be
finding out about whether we have classes in-person or online, or what combination of the
two we have.

11/5/2021 5:19 PM

5

Please provide an option for online exams for those who can’t attend

11/5/2021 1:42 PM

6

The emails from UCD are small, cramped, poorly laid out and hard to read

11/5/2021 10:44 AM

7

Can you please include in the emails the 1. structured electives page 2. discovery modules
page 3. elective modules page Was totally unware of these pages and would have liked to
know about them

11/5/2021 10:17 AM

8

I think before starting college and just going through the registration process it was very
overwhelming with a lot of emails and information about logging into several different things.
The ucd app is very hard to navigate. It’s hard to figure out what information is on what
aspect of the app such as brightspace/sisweb.

11/5/2021 9:44 AM

9

emails from brightspace are overwhelming

10/28/2021 5:40 PM

10

some videos need to be updated. Also they should give more information about choosing
electives

10/27/2021 3:36 PM

11

Keep emails focused on subject matter and possibly make them easier to scan read by
using bullet points and headings

10/26/2021 9:43 AM

12

Yes it helps one to understand better while navigating on site although it sometimes it takes
one to different tab

10/25/2021 4:16 PM

13

The emails from UCD- I get so many from UCD and Brightspace that it's almost impossible
to sort through them and distinguish important ones from ones that aren't.

10/25/2021 2:58 PM

14

There are so many emails it is difficult to keep track

10/25/2021 1:19 PM

15

no

10/24/2021 2:14 PM

16

So many emails from UCD/Brightspace

10/24/2021 12:54 PM

17

Sometimes emails don't contain the module that they relate to and it can be confusing.

10/23/2021 8:16 PM

18

Why didnt i know all of these… smh

10/23/2021 7:01 PM

19

I feel that the constant emails informing that Brightspace has been update a bit much. As
most of us use brightspace on the daily and it can be easy to miss important information
among all the no reply emails.

10/23/2021 12:07 PM

20

When I say good I mean average, not actually good

10/22/2021 10:41 PM

21

All too disjointed , a lot of information there but not well organised overall

10/22/2021 7:53 PM

22

No.

10/22/2021 1:53 PM

23

I cannot access online direction videos like the one to watch before going to the gym. Not
sure why

10/22/2021 1:41 PM

24

The Brightspace emails keep clogging up inbox, maybe a separate inbox for Brightspace?

10/22/2021 1:18 PM

25

I didn't know there was a UCD app

10/22/2021 12:09 PM

26

Nope

10/22/2021 12:05 PM

27

Just scrap the whole thing and start again.

10/22/2021 11:47 AM

28

summarise emails

10/22/2021 11:23 AM

29

More online videos and guides from the Student Ambassadors please!

10/22/2021 11:17 AM

30

some videos are outdated

10/22/2021 11:05 AM

31

we get so much emails from UCD: what’s on this week/2 weekly updates/green
campus/gym/SU/library…& most of them aren’t helpful. They clog up my inbox & can cause
you to miss key info from teachers. I was class rep in 1st yr & my class missed mails from
clinical allocations & the CPCs, mails that were super important for placement, cause of all

10/22/2021 11:00 AM
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those other pointless 1s. I feel like you should only get sent them if you subscribe to that
UCD targeted communications system or there needs to be the option to unsubscribe.
32

Email was very useful and clear. Most things on the website and on Brightspace were
difficult to find

10/22/2021 10:58 AM

33

They are very infrequent and too full of information. It would be easier to receive more
emails with small bits of information

10/22/2021 10:51 AM

34

-

10/22/2021 10:51 AM

35

Increase capacity for gym

10/22/2021 10:48 AM
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Q16 What is your overall satisfaction with your experience registering
this year (from confirming registration through to starting lectures)?
Answered: 1,193

Skipped: 471

Excellent

Good

Poor
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Excellent

33.86%

404

Good

58.42%

697
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7.71%

92

TOTAL

1,193

#

ANY FURTHER COMMENTS OR SUGGESTIONS?

DATE

1

Perhaps the total number of spaces available in each module, along with the number of
places which have already been taken could be listed for students to see when doing the
registration. It appears that this was only availble for elective modules but not for core
options.

11/8/2021 5:53 PM

2

It's brilliant to be on campus.

11/8/2021 4:34 PM

3

no

11/7/2021 10:31 PM

4

I found the readings and research part of the modules hard as there was very little
explanation on how to use readings for learning and how to do research using academic
journals. Especially coming straight from secondary school were none of this is done, I
could not understand what I was meant to be doing. Sometimes we are given readings that
are never discussed or even mentioned in lectures and and it confused me as to why we
read them if they had no connection. Perhaps a video about transitioning from secondary
school style learning to research learning would be helpful.

11/6/2021 11:19 AM

5

I would love to continue blended learning (what I'm doing right now, due to my course size).

11/5/2021 1:04 PM

6

Not really aware of what is expected of us with our study and the mid semester exams were
very difficult as a result

11/5/2021 12:42 PM

7

It was left much too late to confirm that classes were on campus (especially considering
other universities stayed online so there was no Ireland-wide guidance), which left me, as an
international student scrambling to find accommodation and missing all the freshers &
welcome events due to quarantine restrictions. Started the semester off in a very bad way

11/5/2021 12:29 PM

8

Lack of freshers/ first year events

11/5/2021 12:25 PM

9

I find it a very easy and smooth process!

11/5/2021 12:21 PM

10

better structure for tutorials

11/5/2021 11:34 AM
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11

Thanks

11/5/2021 11:01 AM

12

See previous box. Random allocation of start time is incredibly unfair especially when you
have the late start time for the second year. It has affected my GPA and totally put me off
applying for masters with UCD, it is evident they don’t care about students.

11/5/2021 10:49 AM

13

An optional introduction to study and ways to study in stem for students in stem should be
offered and the emphasise on the expectations of students during term should be
emphasised.

11/5/2021 10:27 AM

14

After 3 years, there is still a bit of confusion with optionals and electives. A short video
guide explaining basic questions wouldn't hurt.

11/5/2021 10:27 AM

15

Not fair allocation, last group 2 years in a row and when I tried to get help I was dismissed
on many occasions by different departments.

11/5/2021 10:15 AM

16

Good considering the circumstances of COVID. Unfair to be overly critical when Trinity and
other colleges were a mess. Regardless, the most important thing and most appreciated
thing was UCD's commitment to on campus and in person learning.

11/5/2021 9:59 AM

17

no

11/5/2021 9:57 AM

18

It was very overwhelming until we eventually started classes

11/5/2021 9:44 AM

19

Elective time lot provision should be changed

11/5/2021 9:40 AM

20

It was really stressful

11/2/2021 10:43 AM

21

Lectures and tutorials are in person now. There is no need for so many lecturers to continue
using Brightspace for exams and assignments that should be done in person.

10/31/2021 6:15 PM

22

Better than last year but still needs improvement

10/27/2021 7:42 PM

23

I think everyone gets nervous however for me it was the waiting that drained me but, It was
a worthwhile waiting though going to mark a new chapter in my life, Furthermore for
something i have been waiting for seven years.

10/25/2021 4:21 PM

24

I found it hard to find all the things I had to register for and videos I had to watch and basic
mcq's like the library one or the active bystander program or the sports application so
maybe I'd make them easier to find!?

10/24/2021 11:02 PM

25

There wasn't enough support in terms of people helping me figure out what I would like as
my electives, then by the time I finally decided/figured out how to navigate the website most
of the electives were filled up.

10/24/2021 7:46 PM

26

better wifi quality in school

10/24/2021 2:15 PM

27

A bit confusion on registering for electives tuto/seminar. Didnt get to explore discovery
modules (maybe it’s just me didnt notice it). But other than that, it was all fine and easy!!

10/23/2021 7:02 PM

28

I haven't found any of my tutorials to be useful in any way so far. I think they are a waste of
time and that many tutors aren't prepared enough.

10/23/2021 5:28 PM

29

Page navigation was less of a problem than the content being too wordy- maybe have more
bullet points

10/23/2021 3:47 PM

30

Most modules within my school were filled by the time my allocated registering slot came
about. THus I could not enrol in desired modules. This was disappointing. Perhaps a
system could be put in place whereby those who get early registration spots one year, get
the later slots other years, ie rotate the way in which registration slots are allocated to
ensure that everyone can avail of their desired modules and not the same people every year
(Law school)

10/23/2021 12:56 PM

31

More help finding buildings / getting around. Thought there would be more guides on campus
to help students navigate- quite overwhelmed!

10/23/2021 8:25 AM

32

Really easy start to the term, feel really at home and staff are wonderful - thanks for a great
beginning to my UCD career :)

10/22/2021 10:59 PM

33

More of an ok rather than a good. Student desk was at least helpful but also a bit of a mess

10/22/2021 5:16 PM

34

I wasn’t allowed entry into my chosen course. It had a really negative effect on me. I
couldn’t get any help from staff in UCD. All the UCD staff told me tough luck and try again
next year. I then received an email in the second week about promoting mental health
among students in UCD. I thought this was ironic as my mental health wasn’t considered
when they excluded me from my course even though I had the entry points and then I was

10/22/2021 3:38 PM
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forced to take a course I had no interest in and am now about to drop out of. In UCD
students aren’t looked after, they are simply used as an income source.
35

Complicated time pressured system, as well as lacking information to explain and assist

10/22/2021 3:36 PM

36

get rid of the random allocation of start times. go back to how it used to be

10/22/2021 3:17 PM

37

Very overwhelming, would have loved to do it with someone who actually could guide me;
instead of registering and then coming in and speaking with my module coordinator (then the
modules are all full by this point...)

10/22/2021 3:15 PM

38

Module capacity issues were prevalent, so registration to the majority of my modules had to
be done through contacting the school/office.

10/22/2021 3:04 PM

39

Site told me that I needed a PPS number when I, in fact, did not, this stressed me out and
wasted my time. Site told me I needed to update my personal information when I already
had done so, it didn't show that I have completed it and kept saying that I need to do that,
thus requiring another email to the student desk. Site has no way to send my financial
guaratneee provided by sponsor other than contacting by email

10/22/2021 2:24 PM

40

Make it easier to pay

10/22/2021 2:22 PM

41

Because of the staggered times when it came to my time modules I needed for my pathway
such as playwrighting were no longer available. That is very disappointing.

10/22/2021 2:10 PM

42

As I said before, I just think that more information should be given to students changing
courses so they don't have to be as stressed trying to sort everything out themselves
before lectures start.

10/22/2021 2:06 PM

43

was confusing to register and brightspace is so confusing

10/22/2021 1:48 PM

44

Students in Languages, Linguistics and cultures should also have the option to have pre
recorded lectures.

10/22/2021 1:39 PM

45

Need more awareness for later offers not experiencing introduction and orientation etc

10/22/2021 12:56 PM

46

At the very start it was quite confusing but I found my feet quite quickly and got used to it
all.

10/22/2021 12:56 PM

47

Timetable was overall a mess, unclear as to if we needed accomodation in dublin.. It was
said classes could be recorded for commuters but sometimes not.. overall felt it wasn't
great for people who don't live in Dublin

10/22/2021 12:51 PM

48

Timetabling is always messed up and takes up a lot of time in the first few weeks to sort
out

10/22/2021 12:45 PM

49

Lab registrations being so late was stressful.

10/22/2021 12:32 PM

50

It just seems a bit unorganised at the very start as if it’s all just an experiment (this just
applies to richview problems…)

10/22/2021 12:28 PM

51

The process was somewhat streamlined, with the odd hiccup around module reg not being
opened yet for certain modules despite being invited to register for their labs.

10/22/2021 12:23 PM

52

sometimes when you were doing registration it said you weren’t complete even though i had
picked all my modules, elective and put down my information but it still said my registration
wasn’t complete

10/22/2021 12:13 PM

53

Not enough support for those who are immunocompromised with regards to covid 19 at all seemed to be left to the individual choice of lecturers rather than a drive by UCD to ensure
those who are not comfortable attending college in larger groups are provided for.

10/22/2021 12:11 PM

54

On registration website it never said registration was complete even though I had done all
the steps.

10/22/2021 12:02 PM

55

i dont feel safe on campus due to my experiences and other girls experiences.

10/22/2021 12:01 PM

56

Some problems across but I believe they were mostly due to my lack of stable WiFi,

10/22/2021 11:52 AM

57

Wish I knew about Innovation Academy earlier, would’ve registered immediately. Luckily I
still got the chance to change my elective.

10/22/2021 11:47 AM

58

Timetabling should be run smoother to avoid stress in starting weeks.

10/22/2021 11:45 AM

59

Another category between 'good and poor' would be useful

10/22/2021 11:39 AM

60

It would've been good to have had a meet your class for stage 2 students as I still don't

10/22/2021 11:34 AM
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really know anyone in my course
61

Start times for registration should not be random so all students competing for the same
modules actually have an equal chance of getting places in modules. All lectures should be
recorded and made available to all students in the current environment.

10/22/2021 11:34 AM

62

Registration was good expect you'd finish completing the registration but it would still say "
this is not completed"

10/22/2021 11:23 AM

63

More effective communication would be better. Also, considering COVID-19 and the
guidelines that ask students to stay at home when experiencing symptoms, participation
SHOULD NOT be graded in any module.

10/22/2021 11:20 AM

64

The law school were very helpful when changing modules and getting added into the
modules when they were full already.

10/22/2021 11:17 AM

65

It was needlessly difficult and caused immense frustration. Especially having to go through
the electives a second time after the practicals/tutorials were assigned

10/22/2021 11:14 AM

66

just need more clarity on electives - it's very confusing if not a discovery or structured

10/22/2021 11:09 AM

67

If a lecturer can record the lecture I think they should. There is no blended approach at all,
which after all we learned during the pandemic, is a sorry situation for one of the leading
universities in Ireland.

10/22/2021 11:01 AM

68

In architecture, we were not given enough notice about the cost of equipment which was
€400

10/22/2021 10:58 AM

69

Lectures are good but timetables and calendars provided are terrible. Better off using paper
calendar then the provided timetables

10/22/2021 10:55 AM

70

Labs were only added to my timetable with less than 24 hour notice of them beginning. i
was scheduled a lab and tutorial at the same time every week

10/22/2021 10:52 AM

71

-

10/22/2021 10:51 AM

72

My experience so far has been very positive. However in the first fortnight I struggled with
Brightspace and deadline dates as they weren’t easily findable on it. Also, the level of
emails coming from Brightspace daily can make it easy to miss out on genuinely useful and
necessary emails coming into my account.

10/22/2021 10:48 AM

73

I had an issue with registration where it was telling me I needed to select one more module
because my registration wasn’t complete but then I was over my credits and had to pay
extra fees. That was quite frustrating

10/22/2021 10:45 AM

74

Simply because I only received my course in fifth rounds and the registration was closed
online. I feel as though there should have been more help and support for student like
myself as we are at a disadvantage and I felt as though there was a lack of support

10/22/2021 10:42 AM

75

THERE SHOULD BE A CHOICE TO DO LECTURES ONLINE! When COVID started there
was this whole message from UCD saying how great it was that we could be flexible and do
college online...it worked amazingly well last year so why change it? Why not offer both?
Most of my lectures aren't bothering recording even, never mind live stream

10/22/2021 10:40 AM

76

People talking during lectures is really distracting, especially when you are already
struggling to keep up with the module content.

10/22/2021 10:38 AM
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